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As we move throu h the light focused around us we are
often as blind or more b? ind to that which is held in the shadows.
those blurred images and elusive forms must we be forever
attentive.
Friends in Texas have sent to us a wonderful gift to assist in
making it through the long hours of writing. A most wonderful
chair arrived a day or so ago and with it came all the blessings
of that which flowed from the hearts of the eifters-and
in
behalf of all of us.
The receivers of such gifts of heartfelt intent to
load is not lost for each does what is available to do in his/her
own s ace. I know, too, that you offer these he1 ful things and
kind t Roughts to me as well for any “thing” is o P passing usewhile the intent lives on-and on forever.
Many of you scattered within the four directions have

brou ht sent) gifts which have more meaning than all the wealth in the world
coul tfdo er, for you have understood the long hours spent writing wherein the
back hurts, the hands and arms tire and begin to be painfil. Many of you have
“been there” and that allows you to realize how “just a ood supportive chair”
and ro er offrice apparatus can help. Ah, and so much t i e more comfortin are
rom
the RB
in thoughts, careful cleansing of the energy fields, and flow of love pz
a heart to another heart.
What does a chair have to do with
is
connected to everything else and in the energy fields there is always need to
p.
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being probed by Brazilian officials for tax fraud; they
want to freeze his assets. Shades of Jim Baklcer and
Jimmy Swaggart!

a defacto default of gigantic proportions.
Interest in gold will inevitably rise as the fear of
Last week’s News Desk’s feature article on Urine default grows more intense. And the bigger the governTherapy proved to be controversial, as expected. (Also ment, the bigger the impact these fears will have on the
see Hatonn’s cautionary comments on page 10.) As I’m price of gold.
sure you readers are aware, the News Desk presents
articles for information purposes only and does not
purport to offer medical advice. If your interest in this
subject was piqued, the book, Your Own
(l-800-800-8849),
provides further research eviHow the US government
dence, case histories, and information on using this
defaulted on
currency
therapy-details
that were beyond the scope of the
News Desk.

From the February 15 issue of Martin Weiss’
[quoting:]
In the last four weeks, the stock market literally
went through the roof. What looked like a major top
one month ago now looks more like a minor consolidation. But while Wall Street is having a grand party, our
country’s finances remain mired in turmoil. There’s
no budget for the current fiscal year-let
alone for
future years. A default by the Treasury Department is
now a realistic possibility.
No one knows what to
expect next. Nothing has been resolved.
Moody’s Investors Services-which
has been rating the credit worthiness of borrowers for almost 100
years-put
$387 billion of US Treasury bonds on review for a possible downgrade. IBCA, the European
credit rating agency, warned that in the event of a
default, it would drop its rating of US Treasury bonds
to
single-C! Even if the default lasted only a
few days, the United States would not regain its tripleA status for many, many years.
Historical examples clearly show that the consequences of a government default can ricochet as much
as a half century into the future. The near-term impact
of a default is even more shocking.
Here’s what
typically has happened in past defaults: First longterm government bond yields jump dramatically. Next,
since other interest rates are directly or indirectly
linked to government yields, the cost of money goes up
for nearly all borrowers. The effects of higher interest
rates race through the economy at the speed of sound.
The surging cost of capital paralyzes businesses. Economic growth grinds to a halt. Stock prices tumble.
Overseas, foreign investors dump the currency-as
they scramble to get their assets out of the defaulting
In desperation, the defaulting government
country.
imposes controls on capital transfers and foreign exchange, making it illegal to move savings to safety
Eventually, the entire nation sinks into a
abroad.
quagmire from which it may never re-emerge.
Treasury Secretary Rubin brags that we’ve never
defaulted on US government debt. Not true! Sure, the
interest and principal on government securities have
always been paid on time. But those payments have
consistently been made with a vastly depreciated currency. In this sense, the US government has a long
history of defaulting on its promises to maintain a
stable dollar.
The watershed came when President
Nixon abolished the last vestige of the gold backing for
US currency on August 15,197l. I’ve included a graph
that shows what happened to the dollar (in terms of the
German mark) since then. The dollar looks like it
rolled off the edge of a table, bounced once, and then
died. Indeed, since Nixon cut the dollar loose from
gold, the greenback has lost 63% of its value in terms
of the D-mark and 72% against the Swiss franc. That’s
. :

In case you were thinking that
“religious scams” only occur in the
U.S.! From the February 12 issue of
the
(Tennessee)
[quoting:]
Without question, the United
States generated a new form of evangelism-big
money operators. And
that big money evangelism ran into
big problems in this country. Now
comes word that it has similar problems in other nations.
In Brazil, TV revivalist Edir
Macedo built an $800-million-a-year
empire on donations from followers.
His Universal Church of the Kingdom of God owns a bank, four newspapers, stores and many radio and
television stations. It has 300 member churches in 33 nations, including
the United States. However, a disgruntled assistant, Carlos Magno, secretly videotaped Macedo gleefully
counting money and telling his workers to threaten stingy givers with
damnation.
Magno also taped the
evangelist dancing lewdly on a beach, and taped subordinate pastors joking about disrobing at a Jerusalem
hotel party during a Holy Land tour.
The tapes were broadcast over a rival Catholic TV
network.
“god
Magno said in the broadcast
that Colombian cocaine dealers provided $1 million
which Macedo used to buy TV stations. Now Macedo is

The media is beginning to focus on media-mogul Steve
ForbesnowthathehasascendedtowardthetopoftheGGP
heap of presidential challengers. James R Norman, former
Forbes employee and current~ediu
of”Fifth
Column” fame (see the February 13 issue of CQflAC’J), has
these questions to ask about his old boss’ privately fimnced
cagyaign. From the March rssue of MELX4
’ Question No. 1: What is Steve Forbes really worth?
declared Steve’s “net worth” to be $439 million.
Thatwasbasedonhis35percentshareoftheForbesInc.
media empire vahred by
at $1.6 biiion, plus his
house,fhrmandpersonalinvestments. Butwhoa! Thosemay
betheassets(ataratheri~valuc;atthat)butwhatabout
theDEBT? Itappearsthatevenbeforehebeganhisambitious
presidential quest, Steve Forbes and his &mily were deeply in
hock to the tune of probably a couple of a hundred million
dollars. Why? Mainlytopaytheinheritancetaxesonthestock
theyreceivedatter&herMalcolm’ssuddendeathin
1990at
age 70. [L&r ‘t
How was it fuuded? The Forbes f%milyand Forbes
Inc.hasneverdisclosedthat. Thereclearlywasnotthatmuch
cash titling around Forbes. Inc. But one curious statistic
suggestsananswer: SteveForbeshasdedaredthathenow
owns5lpercentvotingcontrolofForbesInc.stockbutonly
35percentoftheequity.
Didhesellorhocktheotherl6
percent(butkoepthevotes)toraisecilshfbrthetaxbill?
Had
it,perhaps,alreadybeensold?
Towhom? Grdidheborruw
moneyonhismmaimng 35percent? Ifso,onwhattermswas
themoneylent?
Inotherwords,towhomisSteveForbes
beholdenforthepaymentofthattaxbill?
Howheavily
~~hiSassetsWithdCbt?
QuestionNo.2: Whereishegettiughiscashnow?
Evenifweassume that Steve-Forbes has a “net” worth
over $400 million, it is clear that wealth is tied up in illiquid
assets: Forbes Inc. stock, real estate, art works, the yacht,
plane, etc. But political ads cost cold hard cash. Steve has
beenlendingcashtohiscampaign.
Wheredoesitcomefrom?

His salary of less than $2 million a year from Forbes Inc.,
probably goes mainly to pay his existing debt service. Word
has it that he has been out borrowing money aggressively.
From whom? Cht what terms? We don’t know. Since he is
privatelyfimdinghiscampaignandnotrelyingonfederaI
limding like other candidates, Forbes need not disclose where
“.
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spheric Administration office in Asheville, N.C., indicate the
weather extremes such as more snow in winter and greater
heat in July are becoming more common.
“Our climate records are showing greater oscillationsor extremes-that are occurring over the pati two decades,”

weather Once every other
Storms such as the Blizzard of ‘93 and those this winter
are more paralyzing today because the fIow of commerce has
increased within the past ~ennuY, Grvme~ said. Planes
weren’t constantly Ilying business commuters across country
75
ago,and truckloads oflettuce atid caffots weren’t on
highways. “As webecome more technologically
is going to continue, it will have a significant
greater the impact the public will notice for the
infrastructure and economy of the nation,”
said.
same strength of storm,” Grymcs said. It’s unclear whether
all the indicated changes are extreme.
work the changes in climate are due to human factors such as the
by the National Climatic
Center suggests there is an release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere or a natural,
increase in tbc munbcrofmoderate-size rainstorms, said
cyclical phenomenon.

From the February 18 issue of the
PRESS, [quoting:]
The past 12 months of record-breaking blizzards, floods
and heat has helped convince the National Weather Service
the climate is definitely up to something. It’s the nature of
weather to change: The barometer is always going up or down
and flocks of gray or white clouds are always someplace,
swirling through the atmosphere somewhere. But weather
a
also operates within a certain fr-amework of probabilities, CenterattheI..ouisianaStateUniversity. Thewcatherchanges
allowing people to expect snow
records kept at the National Climatic Data Center, under the to be more I&ly &t places that saw a s-inch rainfall once

MIKE BLAIR
While politicians in Washington
wrangle over a new federal budget,
deficit reduction and other domestic
affairs-including
this year’s presidential election-little
attention is
being paid to foreign relations,
particularly
the emergence of dan~WOUSsigns from the Russian Commonwealth.
As the mainstream
media and
America’s political leaders are consumed with the presidential
race,
abrupt changes have occurred in
Russia’s leadership. Communism has
i-e-emerged, this time after a demoAt the same time Russia is dragging its feet about compliance with
nuclear disarmament agreements, it
ia about to turn down a new treaty
that would dispose of 50 percent of
U.S. and Russian nuclear warheads,
and is secretly developing a new
arsenal
of -deadly chemical
and
biological warfare weapons
This not only indicates a return to
the so-called Cold War, but since the
Clinton administration
is pushing
ahead with U.S. arms reductiona and
halting new
development, it
could place America at great risk.
Since recent Russian elections have
~Sdted in KJmmIInhd-dOmination of
the country’s parliament, and with
upcoming presidential
elections in
June, President Boris Yeltsin has
taken a sharp turn away from his
pro-Western stance that brought him

impending refusal by the new communist-dominated
Russian parliament, the Duma, to ratify a major
nuclear arms reduction treaty, Start
II, which was-signed three years ago
to power. He has named anti-U.S.
by Yeltsin and then-President George
key government posts.
most striking example was his Bush.
While the U.S. Senate approved the
firing in early January of Foreign
new treaty January 26, it now seems
Minister Andrei V.
a streng
unlikely that the Duma will give its
‘proponent of expanding ties with the
approval. The Russians demand the
treaty,
which would reduce the
nuclear
warheads
of each country by
Koxyrev was replaced with a stem,
percent,
be
renegotiated.
supposedly former devout Marxist“While we hope the Duma will
Yevgeny Primakov.
ratify
Start II, it seems unlikely that
Also replaced have been three of hia
they
will,”
said Marc Thiessen, a
key economic reform leaders, Deputy
spokesman
for the Senate Foreign
Prime Minister Anatoly B. Chubais,
Relations
Committee.
Yegor T. Gaidar
and Boris G.
The new treaty would reduce Amer~yod~ro~.
ican
and Russian nuclear arsenals to
The dismissal of Chubais “is a conno more than 3,500 warheads each,
cession to the communists prior to the
about half the totals allowed under
the
Start I treaty, which is currently
IQ&amada, a Western-style reformin
force
and under which the United
er who won a
States continues to have problems in
OMlNOuSDELAY
of Russian
Even more ominous warnings of a obtaining verification
Russian reversal to its old Soviet-style compliance.
The Clinton administration also is
communist ways is the foot-dragging
casting a blind eye toward Russia’s
in implementing any of the nuclear
concealment of what appears to be a
security and
agreements that were reached last massive crash program to develop
new binary
chemical
warfare
May at a summit meeting between
weapons, advanced systems in which
Yeltsin and
two different types of chemical agents
“It is clear,” one U.S. official
are mixed together
to produce a
deadly type of poison gas.
efforts and exchanges of information
In spite of this, the administration
on weapons and nuclear. materials,
is forging ahead in its effort to obtain
Senate approval for a global treaty
a
that
would ban poison gas.
At the May summit, in a joint
Development of the new Russian
statement, the two presidents said
intended to “seek to con&de in binary weapons would not be effected
theshortest
possible time” a legal by the chemical ban treaty, leaving
Russia’s military leaders and scienagreement to guarantee
th e sensitive and classified infor- tists to develop new, deadly poison
mation.
gases, while the United States eliminates its stock of current chemical
The agreement was never negotiated or signed, virtuahy nullifying the weapons.
There
is
also
evidence that the
supposed achievements
in mutual
cooperation on inspections and ex- Russians are continuing with their
of biological (germ)
c h ange of-information,
which was development
warfare
agents,
as well as developtouted by President Clinton as “a
great stride towards making the ment and construction of a new generation of long-range’nuclear
subworldsafer.
marines capable of delivering nuclear,
WMAM)RMANf
‘0
Creating further concerns is an e&m&l and biological weapons.

More on the new Super-Bugs. From the February
issue of the
(quoting:]
When antibiotics hit the market in the 195Os,
doctors jubilantly predicted an end to infectious diseases-and by the 198Os,half of all drug companies
had stopped developing antibiotics, believingthebattle
won. But the bugs fought back. Today, many bacteria
are impervious to medicine. A common form of
staphylococcus, which causes everything from pneumonia to wound infections, is resistant to all antibiotics except vancomycin, considered the drug of last
resort. Even vancomycin is fast losing its effectiveness against the entemcoccns bacteria that spreads in
hospitals, leaving doctors helpless. More than 13,000
Americans are dying each year from drug-resistant
bacteria-and doctors warn the problem is steadily
worsening.
The FDA considers bacterial drug resistance
threatening enough that it is planning incentives to
encourage development of new antibiotics. One proposal is a special program to speed antibiotic testing
andreviewsocompaniescansellthedrugsasquicklyand with as little expense-as possible.
But the question is how long these new antibiotics
will last. No antibiotic will be a magic ballet, emphasized Dr. Mitchell Cohen of the Ccntcrs for Disease
Control and Prevention. The germs will surely evolve
into resistant strains again, so the solution is better
infectious control, through sanitation and vaccinahe said.

Incaseyouhaven’theard, here’sthisupdatefrom
1995 issue of the
[quoting:]
After years of investigation, the US Justice Department has decided that no charges will be filed
against Dr. Jonathan Wright. Readers may recall that
on 6th May 1992, the FDA (Food and Drug
tration) staged a raid on Dr. Wright’s Tacoma Clinic
in Kent, Washington. They were accompanied by
stateandfederallawenforcementagentswhoactuaIly
broke down the doors and came in with weapons
drawn,dressedinfIakjacketsandriotgear.
Theyheld
the staff at gunpoint, ordered patients to stand against
the wall and detained staffand physicians for most of
the day while they confiscated various types of vitamills and minemls.
The Tacoma is just one of scores of
nessesraidedoverthelastfewyeambytheFDA,
which seems more intent on protecting drug cornpaprotecting the public.
a
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So that the scales for this series on law and our
present judicial system are not too out of balance,
Benjamin Franklin, in his 1780-something autobiography, made the following statements for our consideration. [Quoting:]

I believe there is one supreme, most perfect Being,
Author and Father of the-Gods themselves.
For-1
believe that Man is not the most perfect Being but one,
rather that as there are many Degrees of Beings his
Inferiors, so there are many Degrees of Beings superior
to him.
Also, when I stretch my Imagination thro’ and
beyond our System of Planets, beyond the visible fix’d
Stars themselves, into that Space that is every Way
infinite, and conceive it Iill’d with Suns like ours, each
with a Chorus of Worlds forever moving round him,
then this little Ball on which we move, seems, even in
my narrow Imagination, to be almost Nothing, and
myself less than nothing, and of no sort of Consequence.
When I think thus, I imagine it great Vanity in me
to suppose, that the
does in the least
regard such an inconsiderable Nothing as Man. More
especially, since it is impossible for me to have any
positive clear idea of that which is infinite and incomprehensible, I cannot conceive otherwise than that he
expects or requires no Worship or
Praise from us, but that he is even infinitely above it.
But, since there is in all Men something like a
natural principle, which inclines them to DEVOTION,
or the Worship of some unseen Power;
And since Men are endued with Reason superior to
all other Animals, that we are in our World acquainted
with;
Therefore I think it seems required of me, and my
Duty as a Man, to pay Divine Regards to SOMETHING.
I conceive then, that the INFINITE has created

many beings or Gods, vastly superior to Man, who can
better conceive his Perfections than we, and return him
a more rational and glorious Praise.
As. among Men, the Praise of the Ignorant or of
Children is nit regarded by the ingenious Painter or
Architect, who is rather honour’d and pleas’d with the
approbation of Wise Men & Artists.
It may be that these created Gods are immortal; or
it may be that after many Ages, they are changed, and
others Supply their Places.
Howbeit, I conceive that each of these is exceeding
wise and good, and very powerful; and that Each has
made for himself one glorious Sun, attended with a
beautiful and admirable System of Planets.
It is that particular Wise and good God, who is the
author and owner of our System, that I propose for the
object of my praise and adoration.
For I conceive that he has in himself some of those
Passions he has planted in us, and that, since he has
given us Reason whereby we are capable of observing
his Wisdom in the Creation, he is not above caring for
us, being plea&d with our Praise, and
offended when we slight Him, or neglect
his Glory.
I conceive for many Reasons, that he
is a good
and as I should be happy
to have so wise, good, and powerful a
Being my Friend, let me consider in
what manner I shall make myself most
acceptable to him.
Next to the Praise resulting from
and due to his Wisdom, I believe he is
pleas’d and delights in the Happiness of
those he has created; and since without
Virtue Man can have no Happiness in
this World, I firmly believe he delights
to see me Virtuous, because he is pleased
when he sees Me Happy.
And since he has created many
Things, which seem purely design’d for
the Delight of Man, I believe he is not
offended, when he sees his Children solace themselves in any manner of pleasant exercises and Innocent Delights; and
I think no Pleasure innocent, that is to
Man hurtful.
I love him therefore for his Goodness, and I
him for his Wisdom.
Let me then not fail to praise my God
continually, for it is his Due, and it is all
I can return for his many Favours and

great Goodness to me; and let me resolve to be virtuous,
that I may be happy, that I may please Him, who is
delighted to see me happy. Amen! [End quoting.]

In his book,
Gerry Spence
states:
“Clarence Darrow was right. Justice cannot be
defined. And to the same extent that justice cannot be
defined, neither can it be realized. Yet is not out great
challenge to form a system that harmonizes such noble
ideals as forgiveness with such a human impulse as
revenge? At the heart of justice is a divine spirit. It
sprouts from the same seeds as life itself. And although
we can define neither life nor justice, we are able to
recognize injustice, the supreme form of which is to
surrender to the status quo and to sanctify the myths
and fantasies that breed it, among which is the national
legend that in America there is liberty and justice for
all.”
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[Still quoting:]

In
under
admiralty court, we read: “A court exercising jurisdiction over all maritime contracts, torts, injuries, or
offenses. Federal district courts have jurisdiction over
28 U.S.
admiralty and maritime actions.
1333.
Procedure in such actions is governed by the
Fed. R. Civil P. and Supp. Admiralty Rules.
Saving to suitors clause with respect to admiralty actions in state courts.”
Also in
under Saving to
suitors clause, we read: “That provision in 28 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1333( 1) which gives the U.S.
Courts
original jurisdiction,
‘exclusive of the courts of the
state’ of any civil case of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction, ‘saving to suitors in all cases all other remedies
to which they are otherwise entitled.’ The ‘saving to
suitors’ clause of the section of the Judiciary Act
implementing
provision extending federa1 judicial powers to cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction means that a suitor asserting an
admiralty claim may elect to sue in a ‘common law’
state court through an ordinary civil action, and in such
actions, the state courts must apply the same substantive law as would be applied had the suit been instituted
v.
of
in admiralty in a federal court.”
Alaska 478 P.2d 815, 818.

A brief prelude comment:
The section you are
about to read is as clear a commentary as you will see
anywhere about Admiralty Law. The subject, by its
very nature, is very technical and, for most, dry reading. I am compelled to include it in this series because
it underlies much of the judicial process in this country
at this time. Without knowing what these terms actually mean, how can we ever hope to truly understand?
So please, with that in mind, I will now offer a portion
on Admiralty taken from many diverse and often difficult-to-locate sources.
In the book
we read [quoting:]
The law of admiralty, or maritime law, may tentatively be defined as a corpus of rules, concepts, and
legal practices governing certain centrally important
concerns of the business of carrying goods and passengers by water. Insofar as the reference is to substantive
law, the terms “admiralty” and “maritime law” are
virtually synonymous in this country today, although
the first derives from the connection of our modern law
with the system administered in a single English court,
while the second makes a wider and more descriptive
reference. The subject comprises the most important
part of the private law that deals with the shipping
industry, although, for historical and to some extent
practical reasons, its coverage is by no means coextensive with the whole reach of that industry’s legal
concerns; in some modern cases it has even been held
to cover some matters quite unconnected with shipping
(though the Supreme Court has recently cut back sharply
on this development). Its tie with a single industry, and
its separate, long-continued and international traditions and history mark it off quite distinctly from the
relatively interpermeating branches of shoregoing lawwith which, nonetheless, it has numerous relations.
Substantively, in the United States, it is federal law,
and jurisdiction to administer it is vested in the federal
courts, though not to the entire exclusion of the courts
of the states. Because of its special history, and its
special-industry
linkage, one cannot move about in it
with any sureness without some knowledge both of its
past and of the nature of the business it polices and

. ..it is indispensable to note at the outset a recent
change as regards the formal separateness of the “admiUntil 1966, each federal district
ralty jurisdiction”.
court had an admiralty “side”, with a separate docket,
and rules of procedure peculiar to admiralty cases. In
1966 the separate “sides” were merged, the admiralty
“suit” became a regular “civil action”, and the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure were made generally applicable, with some special rules for certain cases heard
under the “admiralty” jurisdictional grant. Despite
this “unification”, the admiralty power remains a separate and independent
both
and statutory.
Right now we are interested in the affirmative
effect of the language just preceding the “saving clause”.
This is that, from the organization of the federal judiciary down to the present, the federal courts have taken
jurisdiction (without reference to amount in controversy, diversity of citizenship, or the presence of any
other “federal question”) of all causes of action arising
under the maritime law.
Just what cases are these? The answer to this will
always be a little vague at the borderline, no matter how
long the process of judicial inclusion and exclusion
goes on, and there were large doubts indeed, in the
early days of the Republic, as to the extent of the power
conferred. In the leading early case,
an opinion by Story suggests several possible ways for
defining the category. The words might have been
intended to refer to the practice of the British Court of
Admiralty during early colonial times or at the American Revolution, but Story believed (and the belief
gained nearly uncontradicted generality) that the restrictions that hampered that court were enforced by
writs of prohibition based on statutes not applicable to
the colonies; it would thus have seemed gratuitous as
well as crippling to accept its limits as those of the
newly constituted American admiralty tribunals. This
test was accordingly rejected, in
and
generally in our early precedents, though it cannot be
said to have left no trace at all. Another possible
reference might be to the jurisdiction of the colonial
courts ofvice-admiralty; still another might (especially
in view of the use of the word “maritime”) be to the
jurisdiction of maritime courts throughout the shipping
world. Story suggested in
that these two tests
came down to much the same thing, since he believed
that the colonial admiralty courts, like the seacourts of
other nations, enjoyed a wide jurisdiction over maritime affairs, uncircumscribed by the narrowly literal
“locality test” that had confined the English Court of
Admiralty.
concludes with a formulation that is imprecise, as was unavoidable, but that has,
in the end, set the style for later courts: the jurisdiction, says Story, “comprehends all maritime contracts,
torts, and injuries. The latter branch is necessarily
bounded by locality; the former extends over all contracts (wheresoever they may be made or executed, or
whatsoever may be the form of the stipulations) which
relate to the navigation, business or commerce of the
sea.. .”

So far we have dealt with the question, “What cases
are within the admiralty jurisdiction?”
Though in the
given instance the answer may be so obvious as to be
almost automatic, each case, to stay in court and to be
dealt with as a case heard under the admiralty grant of
jurisdiction, must pass this test. If the answer as to the
given case is “No”, the court cannot proceed with the
case as an “admiralty” case; if no other ground of
federal jurisdiction appears, the case must be dismissed. If the answer is “Yes”, what are the consequences?
Briefly, if the admiralty jurisdiction is invoked in
a civil complaint, and if a court holds this invocation
well-founded, the case will in appropriate instances
receive the special procedural treatment provided by
the Rules, but will in general proceed as an ordinary
civil action . . . .however, the older cases, understanding
of which is indispensable, were decided at a time when
the admiralty docket was separate.
Not, then, for
antiquarian reasons, but so as to be able to understand
cases still of authority, the student must be taken
through a brief account of the position as it stood before
1966.
Admiralty cases were formerly docketed and heard
on a separate “side” of the federal district court, where
a special terminology and procedure were used; these
were in part traditional and in part prescribed by the
Admiralty Rules promulgated by the Supreme Court
and by the rules of the lower courts for admiralty cases.
Some of the terminology may be gotten at by simple
equivalences with code-procedure terms: the “‘complaint” was called the “libel”; the “plaintiff was called
the “libellant”; the “defendant” was the Vespondent”.
Admiralty lawyers were “proctors”.
Trial, following the civil-law tradition with which
the maritime law is closely connected, was to the judge
rather than to a jury, and procedure was rather nontechnical and simple, though perhaps no more so than
under any modern code. Depositions were frequently
taken and used, for witnesses were likely to be long
gone before a suit could be reached on the docket. Thus
far, the differences from short-going procedure are
easily comprehensible and (except for the absence of
the jury) rather minor.
There was one peculiarity, however, which is of
great intrinsic importance, and which must be taken up
at this time because some understanding of it is still
prerequisite to comprehension of thejurisdictional allocation between state and federal courts. To it we now turn.
Admiralty libels were of two sorts:
and
The
suit is unproblematical to the
shore lawyer; it is a suit against a named natural or
corporate person, asserting a personal liability. The
suit is virtually unknown outside the admiralty
court, and understanding of its nature is not to be
approximated without some conception of the substanti;k concept that underlies it: the”maritime lien”. In
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American admiralty law, the maritime lien is a necessary condition for success in the suit
Upon the occurrence of certain mishaps or the nonfulfillment of certain obligations arising out of contract
or status, the maritime law gives to the party aggrieved
a right conceived of as a property’ interest in the tangible thing involved (usually but not always a ship) in
the (often as yet unascertained) amount of the accrued
liability. This right is called a maritime lien.
[Still quoting:]

The Judiciary Act of 1789, it will be recalled, while
bestowing “exclusive” admiralty jurisdiction on the
District Courts, saved “to suitors, in all cases, the right
of a common law remedy where the common law is
competent to giveit.” Obviously, the “exclusivity” and
the “saving” are pretty much correlatives.
What is
“exclusive” and what is “saved”?
Summarily, the result of the cases is that a suitor
who holds an
claim, which might be
enforced by suit
in admiralty, may also
bring suit, at his election, in the “common law” courtthat is, by ordinary civil action in state court, or in
federal court without interference to “admiralty”, given
diversity of citizenship and the requisite jurisdictional
amount.
It has been decided by the Supreme Court that he
may not sue in federal court,
diversity, on the
theory that a maritime claim “arises under” the laws of
the United States.
Where, on the other hand, the claim asserted is in
the nature of a maritime lien, enforceable “in admiralty” by
process, only the federal court as a
Thus, in the
court of admiralty may take jurisdiction.
leading case of
Moses
a California statute,
conferring on the state courts power to administer in
proceedings against vessels, was struck down, and
in
decided later in the same term of
court, it is made explicit that the right to proceed
in any:other court than the “court of admiralty” cannot
be saved to suitors by the saving clause, for such a
proceeding is not a “common law remedy” at all. Where,
on the other hand, a state court merely enforces or
secures enforcement of its judgment by levy on or
.attachment of a vessel as part of the defendant’s good,
with a view to compelling appearance or to subjecting
therein to sale to satisfy the
judgment, this proceeding lacks the distinctive character of the proceeding
is one known to the
common law and is hence saved to suitors under the
saving clause. [If that last paragraph confused you,
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you’re normal. ]
The exclusion of the state courts from the
proceeding is pretty definitely based, in the cases, on
the belief that such a proceeding is not a “common law
remedy”. It may be puzzling, therefore, to find that
state courts have not been excluded from exercising
jurisdiction in proceedings of an
nature,
dealing with maritime subject-matters.
Such proceedings are certainly not “common law remedies”
Perhaps such cases can be harmonized with the
above-discussed construction of the saving clause by
reference to the fact that the admiralty court itself has
been thought not to possess the powers of the courts of
equity, so that cases of this sort are not within the
admiralty jurisdiction at all, and hence, a
not
within the exclusive jurisdiction.
Or the term “common law” may be taken in its widest intendment, to
include all legal, equitable and statutory rights and
remedies, other than the distinctive admiralty
proceeding.
In any event, perhaps attempting to codify these
cases, the Revisers of the Judiciary Code in 1948 (with
a slight further amendment in 1949) changed the wording of the saving clause, which now reads:
“The district courts shall have original jurisdiction, exclusive of the courts of the States, of:
“( 1) Any civil case of admiralty or maritime jurisdiction, saving to suitors in all cases all other remedies
to which they-are otherwise entitled.”
Obviously, this quite unnecessary change in phraseology, apparently motivated in part by a stylistic preference, might imperil those decisions which, like
Moses
and
exclude state
courts from entertaining
proceedings, though
empowered by state statute to do so, on the square and
sole ground that such proceedings are not “common law
remedies”. They certainly are “any other remedies”;
whether one is “otherwise entitled” to them (taking
“otherwise” as the mere automatic-writing surplusage
it appears to be and thus sidestepping the vortex “otherwise that what?“) is the very question that has to be
decided all over again without the aid of the wording on
the sole basis of which it was decided under the saving
clause, old style. A subsequent Supreme Court case
intimates that, by main force, the new language will be
taken to mean the same thing as the old.
On the assumption, nowhere contradicted, that this
is the right view, we can summarize as follows:
Where the suit is
it may be brought
in federal court under the admiralty jurisdiction
(which must in that case either be specially invoked by
the plaintiff or visibly be the only ground of federal
jurisdiction) or, under the saving clause, in an appro-

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though, it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

priate non-maritime court, by ordinary civil action.
Where the suit is
only the federal court, acting
under its admiralty power, has jurisdiction.
The distinction is not always easy. In the case of
of
the Supreme Court
was asked to decide whether the partition suit of a part
owner of a vessel could be brought in state court under
the saving clause. Such a suit certainly deals primarily
with the thing, but the majority of the Court considered
it as not possessing the characteristics of the admiralty
suit in
and allowed it to proceed. The decisive
distinction seems to have been that the California court
was acting only on the interest of the defendant-that
its judicial scale, if the case went that far, would not
convey a good title against the world, or extinguish
interests of those not parties to the suit.
One very important caution must be added at this
point. The allocation of jurisdiction just sketched is the
one that has been derived from construction of the
section of the Judiciary Act dealing
with
admiralty cases; it is a correct picture only for cases not
otherwise provided for by statute. A proceeding to
foreclose a preferred ship mortgage, for example, cannot be brought in state court under the saving clause,
for the federal statute creating such mortgages prescribes that the federal court shall be the exclusive
forum in which they can be foreclosed. [End quoting.]

In an 1815 decision written by Justice Story,
[DeLovio v. Bait, et. al. Case No. 3.776 (2 Ga11.398)
Circuit Court D. Mass. Oct. Term (18 15)] the Supreme
Court ruled,
The admiralty from the highest antiquity, has exercised a very extensive criminal jurisdiction, and punThe celished offenses by fine and imprisonment.
ebrated inquisition at Queensborough, in the reign of
Edward III, would alone be decisive.
And even at
common law it had been adjudged, that the admiralty
might fine for contempt.
[Alppeal, and not a writ of error, lies from its
decrees...
Yet it is conceded on all sides, that of maritime
hypothecations the admiralty has jurisdiction.
The jurisdiction of the admiralty depends, or ought
to depend, as to contracts upon the subject matter, i.e.,
whether maritime or not: and as to torts, upon locality...
Neither the judicial act nor the
which
it follows, limit the admiralty jurisdiction of the District Court in any respect to place. It is bounded only
by the nature of the cause over which it is to decide.

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set
Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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On the whole, I am, without the slightest hesitation, ready to pronounce, that the delegation of cognizance of “all civil cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction” to the Courts of the United States comprehends all maritime contracts, torts, and injuries. The
latter branch is necessarily bounded by locality; the
former extends over all contracts, (wheresoever they
may be made or executed, or whatsoever may be the
form of the stipulations) which relate to the navigation,
business or commerce of the sea.
The next inquiry is, what are properly to be deemed
“maritime contracts.” Happily in this particular there
is little room for controversy. All civilians and jurists
agree that in this appellation are concluded, among
other things, marine hypothecations.. . and what is more
material to our present purpose, policies of insurance.
My judgement accordingly is that policies of insurante are within (though not exclusively within) the
admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States.
[End quoting.]

12 How. 443. 452-3.1
[Quoting:]
And if the admiralty jurisdiction, in matters of
contract and tort which the courts of the United States
may lawfully exercise on the high seas, can be extended
to the lakes under the power to regulate commerce, it
can with the same propriety and upon the same construction, be extended to contracts and torts on land
when the commerce is between different States. And it
may embrace also the vehicles and persons engaged in
carrying it on. It would be in the power of Congress to
confer admiralty jurisdiction upon its courts, over the
cars engaged in transporting passengers or merchandise from one State to another, and over the persons
engaged in conducting them, and deny to the parties the
trial by jury.
Now the judicial power in cases of
admiralty and maritime jurisdiction has never been
supposed to extend to contract made on land and to be
executed on land.
tion

and

[End quoting.]

28

[Quoting:]

Admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of United
States was not limited either by restraining statutes or
judicial prohibitions of England.
(1847) 46 US 44 1, 12 L Ed
v.
S.
(1858) 61 US 296, 15 L Ed 909;
(1871) 78 US 1, 20 L Ed
(1914) 234 US 52, 58 L Ed
1208, 34 S Ct 733.
Jurisdiction included all cases of admiralty and
maritime character as were cognizable in admiralty
courts of states at time
was adopted.
(1869) 74 US 624, 19 L Ed 266.
Admiralty jurisdiction of
two principal subjects, maritime contracts and maritime torts.
Coal
(1943, CA2 NY) 135 F2d 443.
Since federal maritime claim may be asserted in
Federal District Court based on 28 USCS
1333, or,
in consequence of “saving to suitors”

7

(1875) 88 US 558,22 L Ed 654;
section, based on diversity of citizenship, where defendant admitted facts showing diversity jurisdiction, it
(1889) 130 US 527, 32 L
was unnecessary to address question whether
was Ed 1017, 9 Ct 612 (not followed
correct in determining that it had jurisdiction under 28
(CA5 Tex) 702 F2d 612);
USCS
1333.
(1900) 179 US 552, 45 L Ed 3 14, 21
(1975, CA4 Md) 520 F2d 974, cert den 423 US 1055,46 S Ct 212.
State law could give right enforceable in admiralty
L Ed 2d 644, 96 S Ct 787.
in federal courts. Ex parte
80 US 236,
[Still quoting, skipping large portions:]
20 L Ed 624.
Federal courts proceeding in admiralty could enforce maritime rights created by state law not inconsisin grant of admiralty jurisdiction,
tent with laws of Congress.
(1920,
refers to it as existed in United States and other mari- DC Me) 268 F 94.
time countries at time of adoption of that instrument.
(1874) 85 US 272,21 L Ed 84 I.
Admiralty and maritime jurisdiction is conferred
Under 28 USC Sec. 1333, which, in conferring
on courts of United States by Art. 3
II of
and cannot be enlarged or restricted by state admiralty jurisdiction upon federal district courts, exlegislation; no state law can bring within admiralty elusive of courts of states, saves to suitors “in all cases
jurisdiction of national courts a subject not maritime in all other remedies to which they are otherwise ennature; but when a right maritime in nature to be titled,” admiralty’s jurisdiction is “exclusive” only as
enforced by admiralty process is given by state statute, to those maritime causes of action begun and carried on
that is, where vessel or thing is
admiralty courts of United States have exclusive juris- as proceedings
diction to enforce that right according to their own itself treated as offender and made defendant by name
rules of procedure.
(1893) 148 US 1, or description in order to enforce lien; it is this kind of
proceeding which state courts cannot entertain;
37 L Ed 345, 13 S Ct. 498.
The
must have referred to system of jurisdictional
acts leaves state courts competent to
law coextensive with, and operating uniformly in, whole adjudicate maritime causes of action in proceedings in
country; it certainly could not have been intended to
that is, where defendant is person, not ship
place rules
limits of maritime law under disposal or some other instrument of navigation.
and regulation of the several States, as that would have
(1954) 346 US 556,98 L
defeated uniformity and consistency at which
Ed 290, 74 S Ct 298.
aimed on all subjects of commercial character
District court’s jurisdiction of civil
in admiaffecting intercourse of States with each other or with ralty and maritime jurisdiction, granted by Article III,
foreign states.
v. New
(1900) 179 Sec. 2, clause 1, of
was exclusive of state
courts except where common law gave concurrent remUS 552, 45 L Ed 3 14, 21 S Ct 212.
Right created by common law to seek civil remedy edy.
for cause within historic admiralty jurisdiction is not County (1938, CA2 NY) 100 F2d 360, cert den 306 US
part of admiralty jurisdiction within exclusive grant of 642, 83 L Ed 1042, 59 S Ct 582. [Still quoting and
admiralty jurisdiction to Federal District Courts. J.J. skipping large segments:]
(1974, DC
SC) 369 F Supp 692.
Admiralty jurisdiction would not be expanded into
blanket means to adjudicate every lawsuit relating to
Even though court of admiralty had jurisdiction of
admiralty claim or judgment; in determining appropri- subject matter, its jurisdiction was not exclusive in a
ate instances for exercising admiraltyjurisdiction,
action, and even though it were authorized to
would consider both need to protect jurisdiction of render declaratory judgment, such court would not
admiralty courts and obvious necessity of preventing exercise such power to overturn prior judgment of state
its unwarranted expansion.
court of concurrent and competent jurisdiction between
(1986, SD NY) 631 F Supp 335.
same parties and involving same questions; no litigant
was entitled to two declarations of same right.
(1944, CA 5 Tex) 146 F2d 341, cert den 325
US 855, 89 L Ed 1976,65 S Ct 1183.
Exclusive cognizance of civil causes of admiralty
While proceeding in
in admiralty was within
and maritime jurisdiction vested in district courts by jurisdiction of federal court, yet action
for
judiciary act is constitutional.
(1867) damages occurring on navigable river was within con71 US 411, 18 L Ed 397.
current jurisdiction of state court.
[Still quoting-skipping
large portions over next
(1943, DC Ky)
several sections:]

28 USCS Sec. 1333 should be strictly construed to
exclude from the original jurisdiction of district court
cases lacking a maritime connection,
(1968, SD Tex) 290 F Supp 111.

Treaties have effect of depriving admiralty courts
of jurisdiction in certain cases.
(1796, DC SC) F Cas No 9741.

State law could not abridge or enlarge duties or
responsibilities of maritime law or rights of admiralty.
Moses
(1867) 71 US 411,lS L Ed 397;
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F Supp 680.
into any kind of “legal action”-as,
[quoting:]
acts that gives plaintiff the right to a favorable judgIf action was of type that was cognizable in both
The fact or facts which give a person a right to uent. A rule of law providing that certain kinds of facts
admiralty and common-law courts, state courts re- judicial redress or relief against another. The legal ,n the aggregate constitute a cause of action creates or
tained concurrent jurisdiction with federal admiralty effect of an occurrence in terms of redress to a party to recognizes a cause of action.
courts to entertain action.
the occurrence.
A situation or state of facts which
Causes of action initially created by the common
(194 1) [End quoting.]
would entitle party to sustain action and give him right law courts of England are called
Now, let’s move from Admiralty Law to two points to seek a judicial remedy in his behalf.
In common law action, the usual
which affect everyone who files any type of lawsuit.
Inc. Co;, D.C. Minn., 309 F.Supp. 1178, 1181. iudgment for plaintiff is that defendant must pay damThey are: “jurisdiction” and “cause of action”.
Fact, or a state of facts, to which law sought to be ages to plaintiff, i.e., an amount of money needed to
enforced against a person or thing applies. Facts which compensate plaintiff for the injuries, expenses and loss
give rise to one or more relations of right-duty between caused by defendant.
two or more persons. Failure to perform legal obligaCauses of action initially created by the equity
Whenever there is any doubt about what a word or tion to do, or refrain from performance of, some act. courts of England are called
(or suits)
term means, in the legal sense, the very best resource Matter for which action may be maintained. Unlawful The usual judgment (order or decree) in an equity
right-off-the-top,
is
There- violation or invasion of right. The right which a party action is that the defendant must do or not do somefore, let’s see what
has to say has to institute a judicial proceeding. See
Case; thing other than or in addition to paying damages to the
about the subject of jurisdiction.
[Quoting:]
Claim...etc.
plaintiff. In most states, all questions in an equity
Case: A general term for an action, cause, suit, action are decided by the judge; neither part has the
of
controversy, at law or in equity; a question of contest- right to a jury trial. Of course, courts and legislatures
258 Ky. 383,80 S.W.Zd 39, ing before a court ofjustice; an aggregate of facts which in this country have created actions at law and in equity
40. It is the power of the court to decide a matter in furnishes occasion for the exercise of the jurisdiction of that were unknown to the English courts.
controversy and presupposes the existence of a duly a court of justice. A judicial proceeding for the deterThe concept of “cause of action” is very useful. A
constituted court with control over the subject matter mination of a controversy between parties where rights rule of law providing that certain facts constitute a
and the parties.
33 N.C.App. 204, are enforced or protected, or wrongs are prevented or cause of action enables judges and lawyers quickly to
234 S.E.Zd 633. Jurisdiction defines the powers of redressed; any proceeding judicial in its nature,
determine what facts give rise to a right and impose a
courts to inquire into facts, apply the law, make deciCriminal act requiring investigation by police. duty; what is a breach of duty and an interference with
sions, and declare judgment.
Disease or injury requiring treatment by physician.
a right; and what may be a plaintiff’s remedy and a
374 Mass. 640,
Surveillance or inspection of residence, business, defendant’s liability.
374 N.E.Zd 272, 285. The legal right by which judges etc. by potential burglar or robber.
In modern procedure, the phrase “claim for relief
exercise their authority.
293
The word “case” may ‘include applications for di- may have the same meaning as “cause of action.”
Ky. 698, 170 S.W.Zd 45, 48. It exists when court has vorce, applications for the establishment of highways,
Facts which in the aggregate constitute a cause of
cognizance of class of cases involved, proper parties applications for orders of support of relatives, and action (or a claim for relief) often are grouped into
are present, and point to be decided is within powers of other special proceedings unknown to the common law.
for convenience. Many causes of action have
court.
342 MO.
138 Me. 279, 25 A.2d 645,648.
distinctive names which help bring their elements to
1155, 119 S.W.2d 762, 765. Power and authority of a
In ordinary usage, the word “case” means “event”, mind. For example, Trespass is a cause of action... [End
court to hear and determine a judicial proceeding; and “happening”, “situation”, “circumstance”.
quoting.]
power to render particular judgment in question. In re
A statement of facts involved in a transaction or
66 Misc2d 882, 322 N.Y.S.2d 551, series of transactions, or occurrence, or other matter in
556. The right and power of a court to adjudicate dispute, drawn up in writing in a technical form, for
concerning the subject matter in a given case.
submission to a court or judge for decision or opinion.
For those of you wanting to initiate some sort of
224 Ga. 501, 162 S.E.2d 414, 416. The
Claim. To demand as one’s own or as one’s right; legal action, there are many (printed) resources availterm may have different meanings in different conurge; to insist. A cause of action. Means able, at your disposal.
texts.
C.A.Ill., 689 F.2d 109, 114. to asGo
Two that I particularly recommend are:
Areas of authority; the geographical area in which by or through which claimant obtains possession or
enjoyment
of
privilege
or
thing.
Demand
for
money
or
a court has power or types of cases it has power to hear.
Nolo Press-Phone:
(510) 548-5902
Scope and extent of jurisdiction of federal courts is property as of right, e.g., insurance claim. U.S. v.
D.C.N.J., 138 F.Supp. 709, 710.
governed by 28 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1251 et seq. [End
plus shipping)
With respect to claims to a negotiable instrument of
quoting.]
(Ask for their catalog-they
have a wide variety of
which a holder in due course takes free, the term
legal self-help books covering everything from
“claim” means any interest or remedy recognized in
personal finances to divorce.) [see ad
law or equity that creates in the claimant a right to the
interest or its proceeds.
defines “cause of action”HALT (Help Abolish Legal Tyranny)
Right to navment. whether or not such right is
a critical point for anyone even considering entering
Phone: (202) 347-9600)
liquidated,
re’duced ‘to judgment,
1319 “F” St. NW, #300
unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured,
Washington, D.C. 20004
unmatured, disputed, undisputed, legal,
(Request their list of available publications.)
equitable, secured, or unsecured; or right
to an equitable remedy for breach of performance if such breach gives rise to a right to
payment, whether or not such right to an
equitable remedy is reduced to judgment,
A law professor asked one of the better students, “If
fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, secured, or unsecured. you were to give someone an orange, how would you go
a
about it?”
101.
1
The student replied, “Here’s an orange.”
In conflicts of law, a receiver may be
The professor was outraged. “No! No! Think like
appointed in any state which has jurisdic1
tion over the defendant who owes a claim. a lawyer!”
The student then replied, “Okay. I’d say, ‘I hereby
Restatement, Second, Conflicts, Sec. 369.
1
a good
In patent law, a claim is an assertion of give and convey to you all and singular, my estate and
what the invention purports to accomplish, interests, rights, claim, title, claim and advantages of
a
and claims of a patent define the invention and in, said orange, together with all its rind, juice,
i
($29.95 plus shipping)
and the extent of the grant; any feature of pulp, and seeds, and all rights and advantages with full
an invention not stated in the claim is power to bite, cut, freeze and otherwise eat the same, or
give the same away with or without the pulp, juice, rind
beyond
the scope ofpatent protection.
I
C.A.Ohio, 614 and seeds, anything herein before or hereinafter or in
950
any deed, or deeds, instruments of whatever nature or
F.2d 1086, 1088. [End quoting.]
kind whatsoever to the contrary notwithstanding.”
Quoting from R. Randal Kelso’s
94710
“Wonderful!” beamed the professor.
In the meantime, this series is...to
A
is an aggregate of
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On ShuttleLies, HealthFoRMAT1o
Warnings& TharikYous
I

If you are feeling debilitated
during or after the cleanse-you
are using it incorrectly. If too much clove makes you feel bad-stop
taking too much! There needs,to be a cleansing of the
toxins from the body as well, but I do not go along with
all the body retching that such as Cancer Clinics, etc.,
mandate. If you can’t handle getting well, then there is
something wrong with the treatment-or-you
have
damaged self to the point of un-easy recovery.
Lana speaks of “scar tissue” from all the prior
trauma of wound healing. Nothing is going to take
away the scar tissue but possibly surgery. There are
some things that would make the tissue more elastic
and less painful and damaging as a whole-but
if the
tissue is necessary to be gone, it would have to be
through surgery. You will continue to have the recurfence of what you call “flares” as long as the causative
problem is present.
And Lana, karma is a botheration. You can hold
onto karma if you must but it is NOT what you obviously believe it to be. That is a type of VOO doe” thrust
off on you people to CONTROL you (AND MAKE YOU
SICK). Take control of your life, cast off the so-called
karma, and take back your lives. Karma, at best, is
simply something for you to rise above and get rid of.
It is time to grow beyond the “witchcraft” beliefs thrust
off on you in the name of religion, explanation in
excuse of some sort of “religious mythology*, and get
control of SELF as the perfect miracle of
that you
ARE.
Now for the hardest: YOU CANNOT GET RID OF
THAT WHICH YOU HOLD DEARLY AND FOCUS
ON EVERY MOMENT OF YOUR EXISTENCE. YOU
have to “get a life”. focus on others, help others as your
primary goal in life and stop attending your
Set Of
accessories to the point of exclusion of LIVING.
Lana, you say that some of your friends think
“someone is trying to harm me” and energy transference through pictures, etc. Stop it, child, there IS
DEFINITELY someone trying to harm you--YEA, TO
COMMIT SUICIDE-AND
You are now
so badly punishing SELF as to be bait for a one-way
ticket to Dr. Kevorkian. I CANNOT HEAL OR CURE
YOU, CHILD, AND UNTIL YOU WANT TO HEAL
MORE THAN YOU WANT TO HURT YOURSELF, IT
IS NOT LIKELY THAT YOU WILL GREATLY IMPROVE. SICKNESS BECOMES A FRIEND IN EVERY SENSE OF THE TERM IF ALLOWED TO CONTROL YOUR MIND. THERE IS NO MAGIC, FOR

I am NOT going to answer FOR
YOU. It is time you pay attention, tell your non-reader
“friends” it is top secret and “sexually explicit” and
WHAT
IS OVERLOAD?
they can’t read CONTACT! STOP SHOVING THE
You CANNOT overload your mind-you
can only INFORMATION DOWN THE GULLETS OF YOUR
overload your emotional wish to use your BRAIN!
BLIND FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES. LET THEM
I don’t think any of you understand how weary I am GO THEIR BLIND WAYS FOR YOU CANNOT DO IT
of having to meet other people’s needs and Dharma FOR THEM!
being put in a position of “having” to keep to “conveIn addition, you had BETTER START PAYING
nient” schedules. Your lives would be ever so much ATTENTION to what is coming down. The Islamic and
easier if you didn’t do this for WE WORK DURING Moslem peoples are going to rise up against the
THE SLEEP HOURS and by the time anyone can make Khazarian Zionists and it will be the most bloody and
space available, because of the work we have AL- miserable a “fall” the world has ever witnessed. This
READY done, the motivation is to just “what the Hell” is coming soon to your local neighborhood!
with anything else.
I DON’T WORK ON YOUR
SCHEDULES-PERIOD-and
therefore NEITHER
CAN DHARMA.
INTESTINAL
You legal people are letting options expire daily
now and yet you don’t allow time to speak of these
I have a personal request from “Lana” who had
things because, I suppose, of some schedule you set “on asked help prior to now and I had responded. Please
others” for your paper material. There is no point in don’t do this to us, friends.
I know that you get
having a paper if you don’t allow timely collection and desperate but I CANNOT show any possible misrepreinput.
sentation of doing “medicine” or even a “healing-gourd
Dharma, we don’t have time for this next assign- dance”.
ment so, please, get someone to copy the article and
Lana, as to your body: yes indeed you are in bad
pictures on
Muxson, then
it over
let me point out why-to some extent. You
CONTACT office and ask if someone will structure the are diagnosed with “clostridium” infection. That is by
layout to run in the next edition of the paper [see
far, not all, but it is enough for now. Clostridiums give
I I-121. This means that someone has to get in touch off gas, quite like Botulism and “Gas” Gangrene and, if
with these parties, track down John Maxson and then nothing else were present as you get more and more
there are a LOT of things needing to be done. I need debilitated, the symptoms will continue to increase
Dharma to have copy because I will be wanting to write and, worse, the “carrier parasites” will take on the same
about this but we don’t need the “original”.
And, qualities as the “bug” they carry around.
furthermore, I am not ready to deal with the topic now.
You speak of the “Cleanse” possibly making parasites “burrow in”? No, the parasites will act much like
a tick with a match to its tail. They will back off
because the toxin affecting THEM is in the circulatory
We will refer here, briefly, to the Shuttle which is system and they die from “that”, not old age.
supposedly in your command in space as we write.
What can you do when you can’t keep the compoWhat does the Vandenberg rocket launch and the Arian nent parts ALL down? You, as I have said many times:
rocket launch have in common with this Shuttle “run”? droD off the offendine ingredient-EXCEPT
FOR THE
Does your government ever fib to you’?
WALNUT HULL! Tiat iroduct is THE most necessary YOU ARE YOUR MIRACLE!
Let us have a little quiz and see how much science ingredient but will not keep from hatching out new
you have learned. Is the Shuttle told to you to be “in parasites-but
it is not unpleasant to go over and over
orbit”? Is this in weightless space? Was the satellite on through the “walnut hull” regimen. If you can’t stand
the tether also in weightless space and was not the the tincture, send some helper to the health store and
tether in weightless space? So, what forces could get capsules and follow on as on the program. How“snap” that tether? Ah, it was “coiled” so it remem- ever, the walnut tincture is excellent for soothing the
bered its holding tank pattern? Fine so far? Well, stomach, quieting the stomach and intestinal linings
WHAT WOULD BREAK THE TETHER? It gets more and its nresence in the digestive tract will stop the
and more difficult to find ANYTHING that measures gnawing of any parasitic invaders. The “sweep” is a
equal to the tales given you, does it not? And, why do fiber BUT does not act like you imagine. You have to
lots of fluids with it but it STOPS the irritation of
they TELL YOU the satellite is lost FOREVER as a
piece of space junk? This is hundreds of millions of the separation of solid from fluid, softens the stool but
dollars simply tossed out? Why? Haven’t the last few leaves it intact and, even though it sweeps the intestinal
missions been said to be to RETRIEVE satellites? If walls, it also lubricates the entire intestinal tract.
you are in space orbiting-would
not the satellite, at
I simply won’t offer more, Lana, for we are paying
products
the very least, orbit WITH the Shuttle? Or, couldn’t dearly for our prior help. We have
they turn on a booster and speed the orbit ratio and hook SEIZED and sent to the FDA, etc. This is fine in that
the products are excellent, within regulations and simthat satellite on the next pass?
ply ends up a time-consuming botheration-but
it keeps
they feed you that keeps you from using your minds?
What do the atomic tests in the Pacific, the Space product FROM EVERYONE so I will no longer indiShuttle now losing its satellite, the rocket launches vidually offer ideas. I’m sorry but you people will
HAVE TO READ ALL THE PAPERS AND THE JOURAND THE VOLCANO ALERTS
I
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YOUR

URINE?

that already Mr. Green is telling around his circuit that
Hatonn “recommends drinking your own urine”. Thanks
Yes, I know that
ran a long article on a lot! You must understand that PEOPLE DO NOT
“urine” use [in lust week’s News Desk]. What does READ WHAT “YOU” PRESENT-THEY
ACCEPT
“that” mean to me? Nothing.
It does mean that WHAT THEY ARE PREDISPOSED TO PERCEIVE
is a newspaper which carries, we hope, AND INTERPRET.
interesting information on many subjects. It also means
I certainly do not argue the point of there being
that, I suppose, for some problems, such as incurable
valid “cast-off’. substances which could be beneficial,
things, the use might be effective-but
only because the but my point is that it is not what you believe it to be in
MIND believes it to be healing. Can’t you DO “THAT”, this age of plagues. There is a whole processing for the
however, without retaking into your already compro- fluid which bathes a baby in the womb different from
mised system, your WASTE?
that of excreted urine in ALL INSTANCES. HOW ARE
If your body is already compromised-YOU
DO YOU TO KNOW WHAT IS PICKED UP, PASSING
NOT KNOW WHAT YOU ARE RECIRCULATING
THROUGH A COMPROMISED, BUT UNKNOWN
WITHIN YOUR SYSTEM-FOR THAT NICE “STER- COMPROMISE, SYSTEM?
ILE” STUFF WILL NOT BE FREE OF TOXINS! ! ! The
I would suppose that the point is made best in the
urinary system is one of the major excretory routes of final paragraphs of the article. That indicates that the
unwanted substances-NO
MATTER WHO TELLS collection of this product and sales amount to a “$500YOU OTHERWISE. Every time you make the kidneys million-dollar-a-year
MARKET. . . OF URINE INGREand other organs do double cleansing, you are shorten- DIENTS”. The product is pulled out of such as urinals
ing their working life-span. Would it not be better to in “the 10,000 portable outhouses owned by the PortaSTOP putting the toxic substances, such as damaging John company, a subsidiary of Enzymes of America”.
things like alcohol, etc., INTO THE SYSTEM IN THE Still feel SAFE and secure in that little product7 Oh
FIRST PLACE? TO RECIRCULATE THE TOXIC OR well...!
WASTE MATERIAL, EVEN IF IT IS STERILE, IS
I don’t want to spend any more time on, forgive me,
UNHEALTHY-THINK
ABOUT IT. OUTRIGHT
mine or “yourin”, waste products.
POISON CAN BE STERILE! AND, SUCH EXCREI would, however, like to offer you a copy of
TIONS
EXITING ORGANISMS LIKE, FOR Grandma’s February 27, 1996 FAX which asks you to
INSTANCE, HIV VIRUSES.
“Think About It”:
COMMON SENSE is your best PHYSICIAN, readers-EVERY
TIME! So, NO, I do not advocate urine
[QUOTING:]
therapy even if it seemingly works in some disordersfor you will find that “those disorders” are usually
VOICE
OF THE
OLD GUARD
“incurable”, “of unknown cause” and that in turn is
usually because they are emotionally based and only a
You had best start thinking, Americans. Our
change in the MIND will heal the symptoms-not
all Educational system was deliberately “sabotaged”, our
the urine in the world.
children and grand-children can not compete in the
I do not run the paper and this is an excellent international business markets. Now, our Major Factoexample of that fact for I would not have used the space ries are closing down, and moving off to China, Mexico,
required while no “news” was offered. That is Editorial Korea, etc., etc., etc. Soon, the American people will
decision and proves my point to our legal adversariesnot even know
that I do not control the paper or all its contents. So,
please, DO NOT go forth telling anyone, including
yourself, that because something is in
it is
my input. Ifyou have been gifted enough to excrete unwanted
Bet you can not
waste ONCE-why try your luck more than once?
count them on one hand!
The game I really detest, however, are the “clinics”
Where are the
who “treat” obesity with urine injections. Obesity is family farmers who feed the local communities in the
treated quite correctly by exercise and cutting out or time of need? You had best awaken from your dull
DOWN the intake of fattening foods. What could be slumber, Fellow Americans-and
“THINK ABOUT IT”!
more simple than that remedy? Why would pregnant
female urine make you thin7 I hope you people start “Television” or “Hollywood”.
Television feeds you
THINKING more clearly and REASONABLY for, re- “Tripe” and Hollywood destroys a THINKING MIND!
member, they once “bled” poor sick patients-USUOur elected Leaders, state and federal, are of
ALLY TO DEATH!
the mind-set: “Everyone can take PROZAC and work at
This is my response to you who inquired about this McDonalds”. Hundreds of billions of tax S$$ are being
form of “medical” treatment and especially were spent to build “Fantasy Land Play Grounds”. I have
“shocked” that “I” would write on such a thing. I news for you Fellow Americans; you had best be learnDIDN’T! I HAVEN’T! and, I WOULDN’T. I THINK ing HOW to survive, and FANTASY WILL NOT FEED
THE ARTICLE CAME FROM SOMETHING CALLED YOU. Furthermore, have you ever wondered WHO
“NEXUS”-A PERIODICAL I FIND TO OFTEN BE CAN AFFORD TO USE THESE “FANTASY LANDS”7
MORE DANGEROUS THAN EVER COULD BE BEN- Most assuredly it is not for the “Under” privileged.
EFICIAL. I also believe that THE INFORMATION of
source and resource was offered. I find it interesting
[END OF QUOTING]

She goes on speaking of the changes which ARE
coming. But, the important point is that, reportedly,
you have “less than a *30 day reserve’. . . ” of emergency
food supplies.
This is worthy of notation!
You will also need to consider clothing-and
I
don’t mean the most recent fashion accent. However,
if that is your “bag”, stock up a bit and make sure you
can do some ((work” in them-especially
the “shoes are
made for walking” because the big “boots” are soon
gonna’ be walkin’ all over YOU.
THANK

YOUS

May I add a personal response to B. Kruger. Dear
one, there is NEVER offense at receiving clothing or
whatever you wish to share-there
are no fashion models here and we are grateful for that which is shared.
Dharma has lived in gifted “hand-me-downs” and lovingly loomed and sewn clothes for several years now.
M.G., of far away, sent a “wardrobe” one year and the
handmade love and warmth of the vests and jackets,
etc., have warmed the SOUL as well as the heart
ponders the loving thoughts brought WITH each stitch,
each selection. If we bear “pride” here it is that you out
there care enough about us-to send such love for our
very physical use. We are humbled by your offer and I
say “we” because “Fingers” has no spare time to do her
gratitudes.
I will promise you who DO think I am
“some sort of individual reality”-1 THANK YOU for,
as you offer unto my friends who also serve, you have
gifted,
words, unto ME.
Remember something quite important, readers, that
which was worn or dear to a prior person or energy
form-bears
that energy forever.
It is hard, possibly, for you to believe but when
things come here in loving sharing, i.e., especially the
Christ-mas things, after they are lovingly accepted and
handled-they
literally “glow in the dark”. These are
gifts that cannot be measured in any form of “money
exchange”. These connect the very energy networks
which bind us one to another so that when all “things”
are cast away-there
we are in full recognition of our
connections, clothed in the perfection of God’s choosing.
Churches and RELIGIONS speak of “tithing”-1
do not for “things’* are NOT of value in my world or, in
actuality, in YOUR
WORLD. You can dedicate intent unto GOD-you cannot “give” anything of
physical substance to God-for God has no use of your
“things”-ONLY
THE MEN IN CHARGE OF THE
COFFERS USE YOUR THINGS if it be in “doctrined”
churches. Certainly you can offer input to the things
which you perceive will present God into a physical
world-and work WITH others who SERVE GOD, but
the intent is what reaches GOD. We must each SHARE
as “action” of our intent, according to that which we
have or talents available.
GOD judges on “intent
within” -not on the color suit with which you cover
your nakedness. GOD SEES YOU STARK NAKED!
HE doesn’t even pay attention to the you presented in
your old thing called “body”. HE will, however, note
the way you attend your own body-especially
when it
is used ONLY for the gratification and greed of physical man. GOD IS INTERESTED IN YOUR SOULNOT YOUR MUSCLES OR FAT PADS!
Let us close now for we have some serious legal
work to accomplish today. We must find a way to have
more ability to communicate on MY time schedule. I
am again, around here, becoming “last” in line of
“pecking order”. This is fine with me-but I really
don’t think it is going to be line with you. I, like anyone
else, simply “go away” when uninvited-but
do not
expect me to drop everything and come running when
it is finally convenient to you! What you MISS may be
THE TOOL to win your battles! Ponder it.
Thank you and good morning.
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near Santa Cruz under computer automation. In 1984,
he received another Lockheed commendation-two
years before his dismissal.
“I really did stuff they never had any dream people
could do,” he said. “I brought them up to real time.”
In late 1985, Maxson was assigned by Lockheed to
the Kennedy Space Center to coordinate testing at the
yet-untested launch pad for the
What he
discovered there, he said, was an alarming state of
unreadiness. He describes the following sequence of
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[see Journal
p. 91,

Santa Barbara Newspress

bitter end.”
A Lockheed
spokesman declined
to discuss
Maxson’s lawsuit or his version of the
accident.
“As long as this thing is still before the
courts, it’s not appropriate to comment,” said Bob
Granath, chief of media relations at Lockheed-Martin
Space Operations in Florida.
Now approaching his 60th birthday, Maxson lives
part of every year in his beat-up 1975 Ford around San
Luis Obispo County, sleeping at Denny’s parking lots.
Sometimes he parks all night in front of the Santa
Maria Law Library, where he researches his case against
Lockheed. He works odd jobs in Nipomo and Arroyo
Grande as a house painter, chauffeur and night watchman, gaining a reputation as a kind man. He eats
handout meals.
“I scatter myself all over the country,” he said. “I
try not to stay in one place all the time.”
At the time he was forced out by Lockheed, after the
company ordered him to undergo psychological testing,
Maxson was earning an annual salary of $50,000 and
had 25 years of expertise in software engineering with
such firms as Raytheon, IBM and General Electric. He
was known as a computer wizard, a “red, white and
blue” employee, a true believer in the national space
program- a man so devoted to his job that he lost his
marriage because of it.
“The work that he did was superb,” said Chuck
Tamagni, a retired senior Lockheed engineer. “He was
a pro, a consummate scientific programmer. John has
been extremely true, painfully true, to his principles.”
Now when the weather in California turns cold,
Maxson drives to Las Vegas, where his son lives. He
sleeps on the floor of a trailer belonging to a local
pastor. Black-balled by the aerospace industry and in
ill health, he has trouble finding work of any kind.
These days, Maxson is stuffing envelopes for the
Love in the Name of Christ ministry in Las Vegas, and
has applied for a job filling out wedding licenses at a
drive-thru chapel.
Undaunted by legal setbacks, he has filed his case
with the U.S. Supreme Court. He’s writing a book,
entitled
At the end of a book proposal for publishers, Maxson
includes these words form
“If ye have faith as
a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and it shall remove, and nothing shall be impossible unto you.”

For most Americans, the stunning sadness of the
Space Shuttle
explosion is a distant memory,
faded by time. But while the nation has moved on, John
Maxson cannot.
January 28, 1986, the terrible day when seven
astronauts died, was for Maxson the beginning of a
journey with no return,
The man who once enjoyed a reputation as a patriot
and a pioneer in his field has lost his home, his savings
and his health in a single-minded-some
would say
fool-hardy-crusade
to he heard.
A former computer software engineer for Lockheed
Space Operations Co., Maxson says he warned his
bosses weeks before the tragedy that the
would explode. He expected it to happen at or near the
launch pad at Kennedy Space Center in Cape Canaveral,
Fla.
“I did everything in my power to stop the
launch because I knew a tragedy would happen,”
Maxson said recently.
“If Lockheed had left me in
Florida that day, I would have stood on the pad to
prevent it.”
No one ever listened to Maxson. He was transferred out of Kennedy, where he had been in charge of
testing the launch system, and sent back to Vandenberg
Air Base in Lompoc, CA, where he watched television
replays of the Shuttle turning into a ball of fire 73
seconds after its Florida liftoff.
A month after the
accident, he was
escorted off the job for good.
The official explanation for the disaster, delivered
by a presidential commission, ignored Maxson’s version of events. The commission blamed Morton-Thiokol
Inc., a subcontractor,
for the explosion, and not
Maxson was reared in Marble Rock, Iowa corn and
Lockheed, the contractor responsible for the launch.
Maxson filed a lawsuit against Lockheed for wrong- oats country, the son of a poor farmer.
His greatful termination in late 1986 in Santa Barbara Superior grandfather built the first Baptist Church in town. In
Court. It never went to trial, but he’s still papering the high school, Maxson was president of the student councourts with appeals and petitions in hopes that someday cil and the National Honor Society. He graduated from
he can tell his story to a jury,
San Jose University with a degree in applied mathemat“I feel like Galileo,” Maxson said last week. “He its.
In 1972, he received a commendation from Lockheed
was condemned for heresy because he dared to say the
Sun was the center of our universe and not the Earth. for “one of the best pieces of engineering work” in the
“‘I’m really beyond being angry. If I live long corporation that year. Maxson broke new ground in the
~~~u~~, I will pursue this through the courts to the aerospace indust~, putting an entire rocket test site

On Dec. 6,1985, seven weeks before the explosion,
two engtneers reported to him that massive amounts of
liquid hydrogen, a Shuttle fuel that is extremely flammable in air, were leaking from pines at the Shuttle’s
base. He took a look, smelled theleaking hydrogen,
and figured it would take about 90 days to make the
necessary repairs. Meanwhile, a third engineer told
him there were problems with the computer flight

Maxson immediately reported the leaks and the
software problems to management, talking to about 10
supervisors at Lockheed and the National Aeronautics
Space Administration (NASA), the federal agency overseeing the Shuttle program.
To his utter dismay, he said, he was chided, intimidated and even laughed at. In response, he did something he had never done before. He made a telephone
call to U,S. Sen. Charles Grassley’s office in Washington, D.C., and told an aide that the
was
going to have a serious accident. Maxsonchose Grassley
because the Republican senator was native of
had been in the news for uncovering fraud at the
pentagon.
At the request of the Senator’s aide, Maxson started
writing reports to Grassley about Lockheed. He began,
in agonizing detail, with allegations of a computer
procurement scam that he claimed to have uncovered in
1984.
report,
launch, Maxson included two paragraphs about
the Shuttle’s hydrogen leaks and software problems.
He never received a reply. Instead, Grassley’s
office referred Maxson to Ernest Fitzgerald, a deputy
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assistant secretary of the U.S. Air Force at the Pentagon
and a former whistler-blower himself.
Grassley is serving his third consecutive term in
the Senate, following six years in the House. Kris
Kolesnik, the aide to whom Maxson spoke 10 years ago,
said Friday that he remembered their conversations in
general terms only. “We didn’t have the expertise,”
Kolesnik said, referring to Maxson’s highly technical
allegations.
After the explosion, Grassley’s office referred
Maxson to congressional committees investigating what
went wrong. “They thought he was a flake,” Kolesnik
., said.
Fitzgerald told the News-Press that he did speak to
a Lockheed executive and a number of people on Capito1 Hill about Maxson’s fears. But, he said, events
unfolded too fast to stop the
launch.
“No one that I talked to on the Hill was even
interested,” Fitzgerald said. “They didn’t want to
know.”
After the disaster, Maxson continued to call
Fitzgerald and send reports to Grassley. He feared that
his phone was being tapped. The Lompoc Police Department confirmed it, but the source was never identified.
On Feb. 26, 1986, court records show, Lockheed
officials ordered Maxson to undergo psychological tests
because, they said, he was making paranoid statements
to his supervisors. When he refused to see a psychologist, he was escorted off the Vandenberg base. Lockheed
dismissed Maxson permanently that May, three weeks
after he was interviewed by investigators for the presidential commission.
“I’m sorry that John didn’t know how to play the
game,” said Don Quirk, a former senior Lockheed
personnel manager who hired Maxson and now works
as a stockbroker in Titusville, Fla., near the Kennedy
Space Center.
“I think Lockheed as a corporation took its standard procedure in discrediting the individual and indicated that his credibility was questionable,” Quirk
said. , “He was up against a well-honed, well-refined
machine. Most people accept it.”

After the explosion, Maxson talked to reporters
from national newspapers and television networks, but
none chose to publicize the claims of an unemployed
engineer. Fewer still paid attention after the presidential commission issued its report in June 1986.
The commission was headed by William Rogers,
whose law firm was representing Lockheed on matters
not related to the space program. It concluded that a
faulty O-ring seal in the right rocket booster, built by
Morton-Thiokol, caused the accident.
Maxson’s testimony to commission investigators
was not included in the report, and the transcript of it
was never made public. He got some publicity in the
fall of 1986, when he went on the campaign trail with
a Democratic senatorial candidate who was running
against Grassley.
The candidate, John Roehrick, publicly asked that
Maxson’sversion of the explosion be given a hearing in
He jabbed at Grassley for reportedly
Washington.
ignoring Maxson’s pre-launch warning.
“I felt convinced enough that a reopening of the
investigation,
to at least hear his complaints, was
warranted,” Roehrick, an Iowa lawyer, recalled last
week.
A congressional investigation confirmed the 0ring conclusion.
Roehrick lost the election in Iowa,
and the closed doors in Washington remained shut.
Unable to find employment in aerospace, Maxson
soon lost his home in Florida. A dozen lawyers showed
interest in his case, but then dropped it like a hot
potato.
Maxson circulated two petitions and sent them to
Congress asking that the investigation be reopened.
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Nothing ever came of it. One of the petitions was
signed by Bruce and Ellen Jarvis, the parents of Gregory Jarvis, one of the seven
astronauts.
To this day, Bruce Jarvis does not believe the
commission report.
“I do not think that it was explored far enough,” he
said from his home in Orlando, Fla. “I think that some
of the answers they gave to the public were dissembled.
I’ve never beeitsatisfied with the official version. I
distrust the information.”
Over the years, Maxson doggedly filed Freedom of
Information Act requests with NASA, obtaining boxes
and boxes
reports, data, film and tapes.
Though some information has never been releasedthe cabin tape of the astronauts’ voices, for exampleMaxson believes he has enough evidence to prove his
case, including photos and video that show the first
abnormal plume coming from the orbiter and not the
right rocket booster.
He contends that leaking hydrogen dropped the
temperature below zero at the launch pad and caused
the valves of the thrusters, small rockets that steer the
orbiter, to crack. After liftoff, he says, the faulty
computer software caused the thrusters to fire prematurely. With fuel flooding through the cracked valves,
the orbiter began to vibrate, and the Shuttle exploded.
Fitzgerald, the Air Force whistle-blower,
said
Maxson never got the fair hearing he deserved.
“I thought that was tragic because John had something valuable to offer that needed airing,” Fitzgerald
said. “I remember that nobody really refuted him
factually. I would like to have all the facts in, and we
just don’t.
“The commission appeared to have gross conflicts
of interest,” Fitzgerald said, adding that he also was
“very suspicious of the political motives” surrounding
The space program received a great deal of
publicity before the launch because one of the astronauts, Christa McAuliffe, was a school-teacher.
“The teacher was a big public relations gimmick
for the Reagan Administration,” Fitzgerald said. “The
had to go on time.”
Tamagni, the retired Lockheed senior engineer,
said he has “never really bought the total answer that
was given by NASA.” He said he examined the data
that Maxson had obtained from NASA, and found
critical information missing.
“I was not unbelieving,” Tamagni said. “But there
were gaps in the data. It almost didn’t look accidental.”
Tamagni likens the
disaster to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, saying:
“Unless some miracle occurs I don’t know if we will
ever know for certain what happened. John Maxson has
made it an obsession, and I don’t think unjustly so.-

Since the
NASA has sent 49 manned
Shuttle flights into space. the rate is limited to seven
or eight a year, more than double that number were
scheduled for 1986.
Experienced astronauts now have a decisive voice
in determining NASA’s readiness to fly Shuttle missions. All previous waivers of flight rules and launch
criteria have been revoked, and there is a mechanism
for anonymous reporting of safety problems.
Lisa Malone, a NASA spokeswoman at Kennedy
Space Center, said agency engineers checked out
Maxson’s theory after- the
accident and
could not corroborate it.
“We took it very seriously,” Malone said. “They
were leaving no stone unturned. They talked to him
and looked at his video. Everything was considered
and examined thoroughly and analyzed.
“Obviously, the flaw was in the design of the
boosters.”
In court, Lockheed’s lawyers successfully argued
that Maxson was dismissed not in retaliation for whistle-

blowing, but as part of wide spread layoffs after the
explosion.
Maxson was unable to prove to a judge’s satisfaction that the supervisors who dismissed him knew that
he had told Lockheed officials and members of the
Senate and the Pentagon about his fears of an accident.
“While Mr. Maxson described countless conversations with people who knew this or that, he could not
provide the link,” Lockheed attorney Debra Boyd said
at a Ventura appeals court hearing in 1993.
The appellate judges ruled in favor of Lockheed
and upheld the lower court’s decision to dismiss
Maxson’s lawsuit.
“The declarations filed by Lockheed demonstrated
that Maxson was suspended and terminated because
management was concerned about his mental wellbeing,” the appellate ruling stated. “His suspicion that
Lockheed was violating federal law and jeopardizing
the safety of the Space Shuttle project was not
enough...no triable facts were presented that the layoff
was retaliatory.”
Maxson’s friends long ago gave up wishing he
would “put all this behind him” and get on with his life.
But it pains them to see he has no peace of mind.
“No one,” Fitzgerald said, “wants to be reduced to
the state that John is in. John serves as a useful
example for other people who don’t get out of line. His
destruction serves the interest of folks who want to
control what people know.
“It’s
easy to exercise your
rights, but it’s almost impossible to get away with it. It
stigmatizes your life.”
This Christmas, Maxson declined an invitation to
visit from his son, Daniel, because he had no presents
for his grandchildren.
He also refused a gift of $50
from his son, who is writing his own book about
lenger and talks to his father several times a week.
“He sat in a trailer and wouldn’t come over,”
Daniel Maxson said. “He’s a very proud man. It really
breaks me up. To never even get his day in court-win
or lose-that’s
what really aches more than anything
else.
“But I now believe that he should do what he feels
he has to do. If he had quit when I thought he should
quit, he never would have been able to look himself in
the mirror again.”
Maxson himself rejects what he calls the “poor
John” image. If the courts fail him to the last, he said
he’ll dedicate himself to his book.
“What would life be without being vindicated?” he
asked. “It’s worse than being a bum. I don’t consider
suicide an option. I don’t consider retraining as an
option. I have considered being a man without country.”
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Fax dated 2/15/96
retyped
for presenta(quoting):
As this presidential election campaign heats up,

Pat Buchanan’s rivals will stop at nothing to discredit
him, his campaign and his campaign personnel.
The latest coming from The Center for Public
Integrity. This “non-profit” organization has launched
a personal attack against Larry Pratt, co-chairman of
the Buchanan Campaign and Executive Director of
Gun Owners of America (GOA).
This report from The Center for Public Integrity,
titled “Under The Influence”, was provided by numerous foundations and organizations,
including the
Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Rockefeller
Family Fund. It is an easy assumption why these two
families who, together, control a major portion of stock
in the Federal Reserve Corporation, would want to
attack future President Pat Buchanan considering the
position he has taken towards the Federal Reserve
Corporation.
The source credited for the information contained
in this report by The Center for Public Integrity, targeting Larry Pratt, is the Southern Poverty Law Center.
This “poverty center” has been responsible for attacking individuals and organizations throughout America
for their position of “America First”.
The Center,
which was co-founded by millionaire Morris Dees, a
self-proclaimed human rights activist, is located in
Montgomery, Alabama.
Dees, formerly a fund-raising director for the presidential campaigns of Jimmy Carter and George
McGovern, and Ted Kennedy when he considered running for the oval office, has made the Southern Poverty
Law Center the richest non-profit, charitable organization in the nation. It has over $50 million in reserves,
with a goal of reaching over $100 million.
The purpose of the following
is to allow the American people to see the other side of
Southern Poverty Law Center and how Morris Dees has
used this Center to line his own pockets, frighten
people and sway his misled supporters toward his political persuasion.
Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law Center
has done America a grave injustice by dividing the
people against one another, instead of coming to the
“bargaining table” to discuss differences. As will be
shown in the following report, Dees would only have
strife and division in America, which will enable him
to scare concerned Americans into sending him more
money. The American people deserve better than that.
We, at the Militia of Montana, only want the truth
to be known and justice to prevail. We respect Larry
Pratt and future President Buchanan in their position to
reach out to “all Americans”, no matter their religious
beliefs, race or political persuasion, and not discrimi-

nating against their right to take part in the political
process. We only wish certain personalities within the
media, powerful corporations and foundations would
show the respect the American people are entitled to
and deserve.

(1) Divorce case: Maureene Dees v. Morris Dees
CIV-2114 CT; Alabama case. Filed March 8, 1979.
Pages 6-8: Morris, while still married to Maureene,
established a permanent relationship with Vicki Booker
McGaha in August of 1977 while Morris was an attorney on a case in Birmingham and Vicki was a member
of that same jury. Morris caused Vicki to become
pregnant and then caused and paid for her abortion of
that child when she was 5 months pregnant.
Pages 12-l&27,287,331;
Extra-marital relations
with Southern Poverty Law employees.
Page 14: Morris forced Maureene to watch while he
engaged in homosexual acts with Charles Springman,
head of the National Endowment for the Arts. This
took place in the notorious Watergate Hotel in Washington, D.C., where Dees took Maureene to “celebrate”
their 10th wedding anniversary.
Page 24: Maureene alleges that Morris sought to
seduce her young daughter from a previous marriage.

(1) In 1987 Dees revealed that his “Poverty Center”
had a left-over balance of $23 million. From 19891994 the Center has received an estimated $50 million
in contributions according to federal forms that charities like the Law Center must make public. According
to the
December 28,1994, the
Center has raised about $4.2 million for every lawsuit
it has filed during the past five years. And of the 12
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suits filed since Oct. 20, 1989-that’s
one suit every
157 days-only
two have gone to trial.
According to former Center legal fellow, Pamela
Summers, the Center had accrued over $53 million in
reserves and she then went on to say “They’re drowning
in their own affluence, so that anything that they might
otherwise do in their legal department is not done for
the best interest of everybody. It’s done as though the
sole, overriding goal is to make more money. And
that’s not what anybody’s legal obligation to their
client is.” The Center refused comment on these allegations.
(2) In 1975 the Center raised over $300,000 to
defend Joan Little, a 2 l-year-old North Carolina Black
woman who had been accused of murdering her White
jailer. She was acquitted and the media praised the
Center for being instrumental in raising the necessary
funding for the defense. A Newsweek article, July 18,
1977, went so far as to say “The Center...raised funds
to win acquittal...”
However, back in 1975 a spokesman for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) stated
that the Center’s fund-raising efforts were a “rip off
because $20,000 would have been sufficient for the
trial. The SCLS further contended, it was reported
April 18, that the Law Center had reneged on a promise
to give 30% of the funds raised to SCLS and that it [Law
Center] had withdrawn its active support of Little.
The Center continued using this case as a fundraiser and subsequently collected over $780,000 using
Joan Little’s name.
(3) Millard Farmer, a Georgia lawyer who once was
Dees’ partner, charged that Dees had cheated him out
of $50,000.00. He sued for the money and won. Farmer
said: “I was naive at first. I thought Dees was sincere.

I thought the Poverty Law Center raised money to do
good for poor people, not simply to accumulate wealth.”
(4) Randall Williams, a long time Dees assistant
resigned and stated, “Our donor base was anchored by
wealthy Jewish contributors on the East and West Coast
and they give big bucks. We were sometimes able to
raise as much as $3 million a year more than we could
spend. Still, Morris continued to send out the fundraising letters about the ‘Klan menace’ and the money
kept pouring in.”
(5) On April 25, 1986
reported that Dees’ entire staff of five lawyers and his
top aid resigned because, to their surprise, they learned
that the Poverty Center was not designed to help poor
people but to further enrich Dees.
(6) Dees makes no bones about his efforts to raise
money. In January of 1994 he issued a letter to his
donors proclaiming that there are “tough financial
decisions ahead.” On page 2 of the letter, the Center
mentions its critics and states it is trying to build a
SlOO-million endowment fund.

(1) In 1985 Dees proposed an “affirmative action
committee” within the Poverty Center because of charges
that the Center was discriminating against Black employees. However in 1994, in a December 28 article
appearing in the
it was reported that twelve of 13 Black former staffers interviewed in the
series said they either experienced or observed racial problems inside the Center.
Three likened the civil rights charity to a plantation, and former legal intern Christine Lee said a White

supervisor nicknamed her “little girl”.
“As 1 was told (at the Center), they don’t need
Black people telling them how to handle Black issues,”
said Gloria Browne, one of two Black staff attorneys
ever to work at the Center.
At the time of the
series, the Center had
no Black attorneys. And according to the
state Rep. John Rogers stated, (The lack of Blacks)
draws into question whether the Center is really committed to every Black person or whether it has just been
a money-making thing. . ..and the bad part about it is
that they are using poor Black folks to make the money
off of. I am appalled.”
(2) On June 27, 1995 and on July 18, 1995, Jeff
Randall from Attalla, Alabama requested the Southern
Poverty Law Center to assist in an investigation and
possible suit over racism within numerous federal law
endorsement agencies. They declined and refused to
take action. “I realize that your refusal to investigate
has become a ‘black eye’ for your organization; this
was not our intentions.”
Mr. Randall concluded his
letter with U. . .we cannot protect you from embarrassing
yourself.”

(1) Dees also had offered his services as an attorney
to the Joan Little defense team. He was subsequently
dismissed from this team after he encouraged a witness
to change her testimony. Judge Hamilton Hobgood
charged Dees with asking a witness to commit perjury,
punishable by up to 10 years in jail, and dismissed him
from the defense team. The judge, for reasons only
known to him, dismissed the charges against Dees.
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16 oz. $45.00 Now 2 for $45.00
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(2) The State of Michigan does not allow their law board members who are also members ofthe Council on William Schneider, a correspondent of CNN, just hapForeign Relations (a private organization which stud- pened to be the media outlet to break the story on Pat
enforcement to use information from organizations,
including Dees’, because of an extensive libel suit that ies and creates public policy), and one of whom, Mr. Buchanan and Larry Pratt.
erupted over erroneous information.
In closing, we would also like to inform the American people that this non-profit organization (which has
this discriminating,
womanizing, homosexual individual at the helm, whose only thought is how much
more money he can bring in) mails tens of thousands of
“educational” packets to law enforcement, schools and
civic groups across the nation per year.
How can these people make an honest judgment
concerning the citizens and organizations that Dees
attacks when he himself is not morally lit to judge
anybody?
How can law enforcement take this man’s word for
anything when his sole desire is to frighten people into
sending him more money? When a self-proclaimed
“civil rights” organization, with a self-serving motive,
is allowed to “educate” and supply law enforcement
with information, the lives of American citizens can
then be in jeopardy. Law enforcement could be persuaded and indoctrinated into a frenzy against a taris a grain of ’
is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta
geted person and/or organization. Lives of peace officits own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (antiers could also be placed in jeopardy, for no good reason.
carcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutHow can the press accept the word of a man who
forces his wife to watch him commit sodomy with
ants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike other
another man on their 10th wedding anniversary7 When
grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, protective
will the media decide to investigate reports for themhusk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity. ..
selves, instead of allowing self-serving, private intercontains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an important factor ”
est groups to provide them with so-called “reliable”
information, when that information is patently false?
in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
When will they finally become what they so loudly
offers Bread Mixes that use pure
flour instead of wheat. The taste is
proclaim--” Investigative Journalists”?
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes ‘.
How can this man be allowed to testify before the
:
with both
flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of bread which
United States Senate about “domestic terrorism” while
he is literally taking pennies from school children and
can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes are easy to use
discriminates against his own employees?
with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Whatever happened to the America where citizens
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread needs
could meet with each other to discuss issues whether
they agreed or not? Whatever happened to the America
that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes.
where all Americans were respected and who were
YOU may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour. These
allowed to take part in the political process without
come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.
being attacked by a money-hungry, self-proclaimed
------------------------___________
civil rights activist, who is guilty of the very things he
I ‘.
proclaims to denounce?
I ”
When will the American citizens finally say “enough
I :
is enough” with special- interest groups and non-government organizations who keep dossiers on millions
I
of people? When will citizens say “no more” to these
I
same groups who spy on Americans so they can sell
their information to law enforcement for use against
the citizen?
America, you have a long row to hoe to get out of
the mess you’re in. We only pray that this
will push those who do have the resources to
Preheat the oven to 200 degrees. Combine the butter, seasonings, and herbs and combine thoroughly I
make a complete investigation into Morris Dees and his
with a spoon. Stir in the cheese.
Southern Poverty Law Center and similar organizations, to do so.
slices
We will continue with our investigations into Morris
Dees and his corrupt, money-making machine called
the “ . . .Poverty Center “. We will also be investigating
into those organizations who investigate, spy and sell
Spread one side of each bread slice with the butter mixture. Then, placing the spread sides of the bread
information on American people who have broken no
together, make 5 stacks of bread, 2 slices to a stack. Using a sharp knife, cut
stacks into l/4-inch- I :
wide strips. Cut each strip into l/4-inch-pieces.
Place the oil in a lo-inch-ovenproof
skillet over I
laws and these same organizations are given immunity
by the federal government.
Watch for a very special
medium heat. Add the bread cubes, and cook, stirring constantly, for 2 to 3 minutes, or until the I . .
croutons are lightly browned. Place the skillet in the oven, and bake for 12 to 15 minutes, or until the
report on the Anti-Defamation League in the very near future.
croutons are crisp and completely dried out, but not burned. Spread the croutons on a paper towel, and 1:
This organization is the big brother of Morris Dees.
cool to room temperature. Serve immediately, or store in an airtight container in the refrigerator for
Without the support of other concerned Americans,
up to 7 days.
this
would not have
been possible. Your generous donations are welcome
and frankly needed to help “heal” America from the
wedge Morris and his cronies have driven between
American citizens and their way of life.
The Center for Public Integrity has lost its integrity
by using information from an organization whose goal
is to create hype and fear with the American people for
the sole purpose of raising money. It is also interesting
to note the Center for Public Integrity has four advisory
I----------------------------
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been set-up and now the knock-down is structured BY
and ENFORCEMENT OF THOSE LAWS to shut
down the entire society. You have so many public laws,
Presidential Orders, Resolutions and outright unlawfully established LAWS that neither you, nor I, can
even begin to keep up with all of them-BUT
IGNOEXCUSE-UNDER

Soon

THE

I am asked A LOT about why we don’t have more on
“Internet”, etc. I don’t know. Some of our own people
here are on the “Net”, I believe, but I don’t know what
they use the connections “for”.
is

a
I am also
asked for permission to put
and journal
might be a full-out push for the added manpower fqr it information on the networks? Certainly. Put anything
is that the full intent is to suspend the
and we offer on the Internet but be conscientious about
FRIENDS
AND
OTHER
declare Martial Law. What is more foolish in public accuracy of wording so that subjects are not taken out
MISPERCEPTIONS
etc.,
recognition is that you have been under Murlial Law of context. I suggest you simply state
as source, with credits, because you wouldn’t be amazed,
1932
In our brief sessions in the classrooms of life some for
under
Act and
I’m sure, of what you get if you mention me other than
of us become well-known but most of us simDlv Dass
as a JOURNALIST.
through a life-span by being whatever we AR& ‘&me
has offered a paper by Sheriff Bill
refuse all opportunities for LIVING in the death mask Spence of Orange County, Virginia on his view of this
setting of EXISTING.
Then as we bobble our way Community Policing. He has made some heavy statethrough the torrents of downpouring rain, blizzards,
In addition and as a sideline notation: pay attention
ments of which you need to hear regarding these meetdroughts, floods, heat, cold and whatever else is thrust ings and conferences, as well:
to the numbers of TV offerings on PROPHECIES lately.
upon us, we move toward our FRIENDS. Ah, but are
Well, brothers and sisters, IT IS COMING DOWN
the friends actually FRIENDS? If YOU have a “better
AND, FRANKLY, I SEE
“...In the past year I have been to two conferway” I can promise you that at least half ofthe “friends”
FLOW OF CHANGE. OUR PRAYER IS TO GET AS
ences where the speakers have talked about
are N\3T and will hurt you, take what you have of value,
MANY INFORMED AS POSSIBLE TO RISE AGAIN
changing police concepts, suspending the Conleave you with the trashed heap of responsibility, and
If we ever get the “time”,
and declaring Martial Law. All in the
then blast you while you are down. This is a miserable
I will ask “Fingers” to allow us some papers on the
name of ‘Community Policing’... never have I
trait of man gone insane. You don’t use a hatchet or axe
subject of what to expect and “about” when it might be
been so enraged by the appalling decadence,
to remove a mosquito from your friend’s forehead.
expected. DO NOT expect me to give you a date and
corruption and immorality as we have in our
Ah, but what do you do with the would-be slayers
time, say, Thursday afternoon at 3:04 p.m. the Big One
nation’s leadership today... Thanks to you at
who fling their axes at you whilst now whining to the
will hit L.A. But I WILL TELL YOU that the BIG ONE
&
for exposing this bunch of venompublic that “you” somehow did them in? You carefully
is past due as we write here this morning. The entire
ous vipers.”
remove the hatchet from the brain and begin to seek
RING OF FIRE is going to blow UP and DOWN and
facts as to how this could have been allowed to happen
All should be grateful to this fine “Police Newslet- ALL AROUND.
in the first place. You watch what is taking place before ter” for the daring to bring truth WITHIN the very
I do not want to be pointed out as a soothsayer or
your eyes, consider that someone is “missing” some- policing departments. These leaders in this newsletter fortune teller-leave
that to ones who don’t really
thing or is intentionally delaying resolution of confron- organization ARE POLICE OFFICERS!
know what they do in this time of corruption and arrest
tation conclusion and
With that blathering aside let us see what Sheriff for simply telling truth. There is nothing to “prophetize”
IS IN
Bill Spence has to share in a very brief excerpt from the for ALL IS WRITTEN, ALL IS SEEN-ALL
YOURS.
The most .4NY
“MEMORY n-EVEN
beginning of his article.
“prophet” can offer is a vision already established. The
problem is that so many controllers have established
[QUOTING:]
“changes” (in their favor) to the established prophetic
pathways as to “do you in”. Our mission is simply to
help inform you and help tip-toe through the thistles
OF COMMUNITY
POLICING
and make a survival getaway, while, I might add,
working within the system as it is structured until such
by Sheriff Bill Spence,
time as you can offer a BETTER way. We certainly are
Orange County, Virginia.
If you receive the
&
newsletter (Police
NOT INTERESTED in FIGHTING anything which
Officer Jack McLamb, Rei.) then you can recognize this
In March 1994, I attended, along with other Sher- simply distracts us -it is to inform, show a better way,
subject and the tightening of the noose about freedom’s iffs and Police Chiefs across the State of Virginia, a watch and know all we can possibly learn and hang on
neck through the “Policing” policies now coming into “Policing In the 90s Conference” in Williamsburg,
tight to our God Creator. IN GOD you may well “trust”
play. If you pay attention in your own towns and cities Virginia. The main themes of this conference were but it is far WISER TO
MAN
you will find full preparation for allowing guarding “COMMUNITY POLICING” and “NEW POLICE CON- BOTCHES ALMOST EVERYTHING HE TOUCHES!
and security of public buildings and especially the CEPTS”. The keynote speaker was Janet Reno, our Man is in grade-school LEARNING to become a crepolice compounds. In many instances you must enter illustrious Attorney General.
The itinerary of this ator, and that creation ability will move in the direction
through inaccessible doors and heavily guarded lob- three-day conference was heavily federal in scope, and of the teachings of the professors in the school. Today,
bies. Are things getting that much worse these days? we all know what that means: Law enforcement is not those professors have led you down the primrose pathNo, not really, but it is GOING TO GET IMMEDI- being left out of the planning that’s going on concern- way. You MUST realize that every time you are witness
ATELY BAD very soon.
ing “reshaping” America and enslaving us under the to the tales, myths and pictures of suspected prophecy,
For several years the meetings of the police groups, concept of a centralized and socialistic government....
you are forming COLLECTIVE MEMORY EXPECTASheriffs groups and general policing associations have
TIONS-which
will eventually come to pass because
been seeing and hearing
Be SusIDEA. If you expect
[END OF QUOTING]
pended; Martial Law Declared”. The more recent such
war-you
will MAKE a war. If you invent deadly
major gathering concern is “COMMUNITY POLICWILL USE THEM!
Mr. Rick Martin of
and Mr. Bob James weapons-YOU
ING”. Sounds good that a community will police itself, of Bakersfield attended one of those
The only thing your enemy has to do is keep pushmeetdoesn’t it? Think again very carefully as to WHY there ings out West, also, in that year. Citizens, you have ing a tale off on you and paint you some VISIONS and
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you will march right along with his drummer. The
(both books) was written by Zionists of
physical manifestation and the pictures of happenings
are built into the theme of three-dimensional participation in motion and, therefore, you will have whatever is
written that you shall have-unless
YOU decide that it
shall be OTHERWISE.
Moreover, if you allow your
children to be taught to “kill” -they WILL kill! YOU
are the only thing and being that CAN change your
world as you experience your physical manifestation.
From the Internet, Grandma has retyped an article
from the “Committee to Restore the
and
it is worthy of printing here and your rereading it until
you memorize the contents:
[QUOTING:]
COMMITTEE
THE

TO

RESTORE

Fatal steps which transformed the Republic into a
dictatorship of the financial Elite are set out in the
following Congressional statutes, executive orders and
proclamations which trace a seditious conspiracy of
interlocking subversion in government departments
beginning 16 October 1968.
16 October 1968,
Public Law 90-577, 90th Congress, S698, “lntergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 ” , “To achieve the
fullest cooperation and continuation ofactivities among
the levels of government... to establish coordinated
intergovernmental
policy and administration... to provide for the acquisition, use and disposition of land
within the urban areas by Federal Agencies”.
90-577 destroyed the separation of
powers which is the principle of the
Title
the US Congress purported to yield
legislative power to the President. He, in turn, allegedly transferred that law-making power to his appointed directors in the grant-making agencies of the
Federal Regions per section 403
Out of that
arrangement has grown the A-95 regional clearing
house review system, designed by the Office of Management and Budget. The resulting Federal Region
substitute control system straps regional governance
(control by regulation) as a way of life over all Americans.
March 1969,
“Statement by the President on Restructuring of Government Service Systems”.
Quoting the Reorganization Act signed the same day, as his
authority, President Nixon divided the United States
into eight (later ten) Federal Regions or provinces,
each with a new provincial capitol.

Transfer political power from the
respective sovereign State governments to appointed
Federal agencies whose controllers are the directors of
the corporate world state.
October
1969, Executive Order #11490, “Assigning Emergency
Preparedness Functions to Federal Departments and
Agencies”. The Federal Register.
E.O. #11490 authorizes the Office of Emergency
Planning to put all controls into effect “in times of
increased international tensions and economic or fiTakeover by government agencies
nancial crisis”.
include communications, media, all electrical power,
gas, petroleum, fuels and minerals, food, resources,
and farms, all modes of transportation and control of
highways, seaports, etc., health, education and welfare
functions, airports and aircraft. Provision is also made

for the mobilization of civilians into work brigades
under government supervision. The order directs the
Postmaster General to operate a national registration of
all persons; permits the Housing and Finance Authority
to relocate communities and grants authority to the
Department of Justice to enforce the plans set out in
E.O. #11940 and to operate penal and correctional
institutions.
15 August 197 1,
Executive Order #11615 “Providing Stabilization of
The Federal
Prices, Rents, Wages, and Salaries”.
Register.

wither for lack of tax funds, representative governments will die (although trappings of a republican form
of government may be retained to fool the people) and
dictatorship control over people and property will be
imposed upon once free Americans.
In the intervening years, by stealth and subterfuge,
the American people have been moved into the orbit of
a financial/industrial cabal who control their corporate
world state through the United Nations Organization,
the United States Congress and other front organizations.
Citizens with a plan of action can instruct state
elected officials in their states to confine functions of
government to limitations defined in the
(Implementing details available).
The State is a Principal under the constitutional
contract and has the power and authority to correct
violations of the
by its legislative, Executive and Judicial agents in Washington.
Information on preparing instructions to State lawmakers, model bill directing State investigation, and
model State statute to Provide for Enforcement of the
with Regard to Federal
Regionalism” (with criminal sanctions for violators) is
available.

the
Director of Cost of Living Council, with authority to
request the Department of Justice to bring actions for
injunctions “Whenever it appears to the Council that
any person has engaged in, is engaged, or is about to
engage in any acts or practice constituting a violation
of any regulation or order issued pursuant to this
order”. (See E.O. #11490).
The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board thus
became the Czar over prices, rents, wages and salaries,
in addition to his control over markets, granted under
the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act of 23 December 1913.
August 197 1,
[END OF QUOTING]
Proclamation #4074, “Imposition of Supplemental Duty
1 suggest that while you are on this topic that you go
for Balance of Payment Purposes”. The President.
#4074 back and review ALL THOSE EXECUTIVE ORDERS
was
pertaining
to your CONTROLLED
STATUS as
bondaged citizens. You will note that good old Presidential Candidate Gingrich was as big a help to the
Administration getting those into POWER as any other
living Congressional Fat-Hog. They didn’t leave ANYTHING to YOUR control in a state of “emergency”
(which is now “all the time”).
“Establish a FedYes indeed, it is time to order up
era1 Regional Council for each of the Ten Standard III” and pay attention!
The prison cell walls are in
Federal Regions”, which Nixon effected by Proclama- place and the enforcement teams are set forth and you
tion on March 27, 1969. The Office of Management do NOT have to have a fortune teller to remind you
THAT THE TIME IS NOW1
and Budget was designated the control agency.
We have written oxk
foregoing topics so often
By this order the ten provincial capitols were staffed
by the directors of the grant-making agencies; Depart- as to cause me to not wish to spend more space on the
ment of Labor, Health, Education and Welfare, and subject if possible. You will find, more importantly,
Housing and Urban Development; the Secretarial Rep- that the entire sequence of events is well laid forth in
resentatives of the Department of Transportation, and the Talmudic
ZION to the last tinymost
the directors of the regional offices of the Office of detail. May you see the Light! Wouldn’t it be nice, in
Economic Opportunity, the Environmental Protection fact, if you all saw truth BEFORE the world is blown
Agency, and Law Enforcement Assistance Administra- away?
By the way, just because you can’t see “men does
tion.
your nerdniks can
The President subsequently appointed a commis- NOT mean that
sioner for each Federal Region.
a ship invisible as can some of your magicians.
Ponder it. Neither am 1 a“little gray” anything hippity20 October hopping down your bunny trails. There is a “time” for
1572, Public Law 92-512, 92nd Congress, HR#14370, all things, all Seasons and so too, there is time for
Revenue Sharing, “to authorize
of living and dying-so would it not be nice if you “livtares, and for other pur- ing” dead would start LIVING? Wouldn’t it be wonposes”,
drous if you just started using a tiny bit of the 90 percent
The primary function of Public Law 92-512 is to of your brains not used at all?
provide that “after January 1974, if two or more States
Good morning.
request it of
the US Government, and
at the option of
the individual
states, all State
Taxes may be
collected
by
the Federal
Government.
(The decision
to do that is
irreversible.)
Under this
“Act”
state
and country
governments
will, in time,
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that I tell you about them? No, it is not enough! This
is why you need to face facts and stop your mystical
chanting to scare away your conjured beasts-is it not
better to have a great big stick to defend self against the
attacking cat than to suggest reasoning with the limited
perceptions of the cat in mid-air-jump upon you?
KNOWLEDGE is that “stick” and if you carry that BIG
STICK around with you-the
cat is not likely to get
close enough or be stupid enough to jump on you.
Before the turn of this century there was plenty of
information regarding the tunnels beneath the area of
the Grand Canyon and, in 1909, for example, the
Smithsonian Institute investigated. It might be noted
that the Smithsonian was not much more advanced than
the Phoenix Institute so how dare you people put down
either one? Do you not think those early professors
hated to bring such “outrageous” information to youthe-public? Will OUR information forever be so “farout” as you deem it to be today? Are there not NOW,
for perfection and comfort? Pain and torture ARE
OF GOD. Those are misperceptions of MAN who wants rockets? Are there not things NOW that were never
you in subjugation to himself. And then it follows that dreamt of a century ago? How dare you discount and
those things lurking in the shadow need to be brought bash just because YOU haven’t bothered to investigate
into the LIGHT where they can be studied and no lodger and become informed. This is exactly WHY I tell you
BE A SOURCE OF FEAR OR INTIMIDATION OR readers to never mind the enforcement of knowledge
THREAT-BUT
ONLY WARNINGS TO BE ALERT! upon another-because
force is not of God and realization cannot be forced upon anyone. Information can be
offered to either be investigated, denied or accepted
SPECULATION
*
and, therefore, you can OFFER and that is all your own
You, as beings with exceptional gifts of reasoning, obligation demands. It surely helps to have back-up
learning, objectivity, choices and emotions, have won- information, however, and NOT JUST YOUR OWN
drous potential to reach perfection. Why? Because you “OPINION”.
do not have to experience being burned alive to realize
PERCEPTIONS
that you should not jump into blazing infernos. Logic
will often serve well your journey-but
logic is only
I would again caution you people, however, in that
that which is reached in reasonable objectivity. It is not
always accurate in its presentation for if your AS- your INTERPRETATION of MY OPINION may well
not be my perception. Therefore, I suggest you always
SUMPTIONS are not correct, the data imperfect-the
logic will have imperfections relative to the circum- stress your own perceptions as being “in my own opinion” and that leaves you clear of having to express MY
stance.
Let us just jump off the ignorance cliff and let me opinions. I will always give you resources with which
pose for you a question: “What goes on under the to backup any claims I might make. This way you don’t
ground where you cannot see?” Do you KNOW or do have to concern about the kibitzers and challengers.
you “THINK THERE IS...“? Do you think there are The antagonists are IGNORANT or, when you speak
tunnels used by people, etc., under the ground out of truth, they would not antagonize to suit their own needs
sight of your eyes? Why? Where? Who uses them? of ego “bettering your input”.
Again we can refer to the tunnels and caverns of the
Who used them? Does it matter a whit? TODAY IT
Grand Canyon. Why argue over a thing when a little
MATTERS A LOT!
Man of today has built tunnel systems with eleva- research would prove your point and it would do so
tors, great technologically advanced areas for living, without need of rancor or obsessive denial of your
for growing, for war purposes and always out of sight, audience? Let us look directly at this particular subject
top secret and usually without good intents for the and get ourselves a bit better informed and the entire
masses- otherwise they would certainly NOT BE SE- lesson will gain us all better insight and offer a line of
CRET. That is today, you might suggest. “But what of investigation for the curious.
Monday Evening, April 5,m.
yesterday?” I would counter. And now we_come to the
point of the original question: “What do YOU know
[QUOTING:]
about the underground tunnel civilizations?” Oh yes,
they are there and in this instance YOU ARE THE
EXPLORATIONS
IN
PRIMITIVE BEINGS.
GRAND
You can now only LOOK at them and realize their
presence as KNOWLEDGE is offered. There are masCavern Being
sive tunnels used by PEOPLE crossconnecting large
masses of land in almost every country of your world.
In the U.S. you have even more recent HISTORICAL
proof of those systems as utilized by your ancestors.
The latest news of the progress of the explorations
But do YOU know anything about it? No? Why not?
The “why not?” might well be far more important than of what is now regarded by scientists as not only the
the facts involved here in this scenario. DO YOU NICE oldest archaeological discovery in the United States,
CITIZENS OF AMERICA KNOW ABOUT THE MAS- but one of the most valuable in the world, which was
was brought
SIVE CAVERNS AND TUNNELS IN, SAY, THE mentioned some time ago in the
GRAND CANYON? Why don’t you know about them? to the city yesterday by G.E. Kincaid, the explorer who
Is there no information about them? No, that is NOT a found the great underground citadel of the Grand Canyon during a trip from Green River, Wyoming, down the
good response for there IS information about themthat information, however, never makes it past the Colorado in a wooden boa& to Yuma, several months ago.
According to the story yesterday to the
by
censors in these current days of enforced ignorance.
Kincaid, the archaeologists of the Smithsonian
These are THE TALES which become legends and
myths and are stricken from the minds and memory of Institute, which is financing the explorations, have
made discoveries which almost conclusively prove that
man.
Would it help if you have “proof” of, say, these the race which inhabited this mysterious cavern, hewn
tunnels in the Grand Canyon? Why? Is it not enough in solid rock by human hands, was of Oriental origin or

TheGrand
Canyods
Ancient
Underground
Caverns
REMEMBER to clear the negative impacting energies from the presence of the mind so that warp does not
enter. This requires clearing within the light that IS
and rendering the energies who wait for entry to be
vanquished.
Our intent with the dark ignorance of
being is always to negate it, not simply subjugate it.
Ego in conscious focus needs subjugation of “another”
in honor of itself (at any cost). Self assurance within
God needs only stand strong as the waves of assaults
flow. Eventually the “wavemaker” will meet his waterloo (pun intended). Remember to always be “right”,
not simply right, and that which is thrust against you to
destroy truth will backwash against the opposing force.
When BALANCE is achieved there is only equal “force”
and therefore no apparent force at all-only equality of
forces. Let me example: If you have a chair, and THIS
chair serves well the opposite example, with a weak
back and no adjustment, the back of the sitter is most
uncomfortable after a long period of sitting because the
back must supply its own support and muscles tire. If
the chair exerts the same opposing pressure force as the
weight and structure of the human impression-you
have an equalizing of forces on both structures.
When a support system is removed, then the affected system is going to respond in like “kind”. If you
are, however, prepared for contingencies which may
arise, you will shift to alternative resources and if you
are really prepared for these contingencies you will do
very well indeed. Herein I think in terms of legal selfsupport. If you are in tedious cases and can no longer
afford an attorney to defend you-you will be wise to
have learned all you can about the workings of courts,
law-makers, interpreters and functioning ability of self
to DEFEND SELF. If you are involved as the victimee
in a case, this offers you superb assets as you can
function in your own behalf within the maze of secret
chambers while STILL KNOWING MORE ABOUT
THE CASE THAN ANY OTHER BEING ALIVE.
Why has it come to be that you can’t defend selves
easily? Because most of the problems are coming now
from the very system itself and the perpetrators must
have you buried in the helplessness of PERCEPTION
regarding the “royal” insider’s ability to remain separate in the SECRET SOCIETY. In other words, it is
important for you to know whether the bear in your
presence is there to eat lunch WITH you or eat you FOR
lunch. TRUTH “IS” BUT IT IS OF LITTLE MEANING
IF YOU HAVE NO WAY TO EXPRESS IT OR TO
RECEIVE IT.
So, let us again look at the incident of “the new
chair”. It comes all cleared of dark assumptions but as
it passes from the protection of ONE into the use of
another-the
“another” must also see to the task of
using it correctly and offering an aura of positive
energy rather than simply sitting in it, for whatever
reason. You can “just sit” in a chair for tea-but hours
spent in a chair must fit the body or it becomes a step
on the road to actual damage. Therefore, if the apparatus (chair) has adjustments, is it not wise to use them?
Why would you
the very structure of your body
rather
learn to adjust the levers and adjustments
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possibly from Egypt tracing back to Ramses. If their
theories are borne out of the translation of the tablets
engraved with hieroglyphics, the mystery of the prehistoric peoples of North America, their ancient arts, who
they were and whence they came, will be solved. Egypt
and the Nile and Arizona and the Colorado will be
linked by a historical chain running back to ages which
staggers the wildest fancy of the fictionist.
[H:
any
came so

that
entire

hid it from view of the river, was the mouth of the cave.
There are steps leading from this entrance some thirty
yards from what was, at the time the cavern was inhabited, the level of the river. When I saw the chisel marks
on the wall inside the entrance, I became interested,
secured my gun and went in. During that trip I went
back several hundred feet along the main passage, till
I came to the main .crypt in which I discovered the
mummies. One of these I stood up and photographed by
flashlight.
I gathered a number of relics, which I
carried down the Colorado to Yuma, from whence I
shipped them to Washington with details of the discovFollowing this, the explorations were undertaken.”

ployees
THOROUGH

INVESTIGATION

Under the direction of professor S.A. Jordan, the
Smithsonian Institute is now prosecuting the most
2000
later?
thorough explorations, which will be continued until
the last link in the chain has been forged. Nearly a mile
underground, about 1480 feet below the surface, the
long main passage has been delved into, to find another
mammoth chamber from which radiates scores of passageways, like the spokes of a wheel. Several hundred
rooms have been discovered, reached by passageways putting some of
running from the main passage, one of them having
been explored for 854 feet and another 634 feet.
a
The recent finds include articles which have never
been known as native to this country and doubtless they
had their origin in the Orient. War weapons, copper
instruments sharp edged and hard as steel, indicate the
high state of civilization reached by these strange
people.

MR.

KINCAID’S

REPORT

Mr. Kincaid was the first white child born in Idaho
and has been an explorer and. hunter all his life. Thirty
years having been in the service of the Smithsonian
Institute. Even briefly recovnted, his history sounds
fabulous, almost grotesque.
“First, I would impress that the cavern is almost
inaccessible. The entrance is almost 1486 feet down a
sheer canyon wall. It is located on government land
and no visitor will be allowed there under penalty of
trespass.
“The scientists wish to work unmolested, without
fear of the archaeological discoveries being disturbed
by curio or relic hunters. A trip there would be fruitless
and the visitor would be sent on his way.
“The story of how I found the cavern has already
been recounted, but in a paragraph: I was journeying
down the Colorado river in a boat, alone, looking for
mineral. Some forty-two miles up the river from El
Tovar Crystal Canyon, I saw on the east wall, stains in
the sedimentary formation about 2000 feet above the
river bed. There was no trail to this point, but I finally
reached it with great difficulty. Above a shelf, which

THE

the process. There is also slag and stuff similar to
matte, showing that these ancient peoples smelted ores,
but so far, no trace of where or how this was done has
been discovered, nor the origin of the ore.
finds are vases or urns and cups of copper and gold
made very artistic in design. The pottery work includes
enameled ware and glazed vessels.
Another passageway leads to granaries such as are
found in the oriental temples. They contain seeds of
various kinds. One very large storehouse has not been
entered, as it is twelve feet high and can be reached only
from above. Two copper hooks extend on the edge,
which indicates that some sort of ladder was attached.
These granaries are rounded and the materials of which
they are constructed, I think, is a very hard cement. A
grey metal is also found in this cavern which puzzles
the scientists, for its identity has not been established.
It resembles platinum. Strewn promiscuously over the
floor everywhere are what people call “Cats eyes” or
“tiger eyes”, a yellow stone of no great value. Each one
is engraved with a head of a Malay type.”
THE

which has
cate
interested have the scientists become that preparations
are being made to equip the camp for extensive studies
and the force will be increased to thirty or forty persons.
Before going further into the cavern, better facilities
for lighting have to be installed, for the darkness is
dense and impenetrable for the average flash light. In
order to avoid being lost, wires are being strung from
the entrance to all passageways leading directly to
large chambers. How far this cavern extends no one can
guess, but it is now the belief of many that what has
already been explored is merely the “Barracks”, to use
an American term, for the soldiers, and that far into the
underworld will be found the main communal dwellings of the families and possibly other shrines. The
perfect ventilation of the cavern, the steady draught
that blows through, indicates that it has another outlet
to the surface.

19

HIEROGLYPHICS

“On all the urns, on the walls over the doorways
and tablets of stone which were found by the image are
mysterious
hieroglyphics,
the key to which the
Smithsonian Institution hopes yet to discover. These
writings resemble those found on the rocks about this
valley. The engraving on the tablets probably has
something to do with the religion of the people. Similar
hieroglyphics have been found in the peninsula of
Yucatan, but these are not found in the Orient. Some
believe that these cave dwellers built the old canals of
the Salt River Valley. Among the pictorial writings
only two animals are found. One i$ of prehistoric type.”

PASSAGES

“The tomb or crypt in which the mummies are
found is one of the largest of the chambers, the walls
slanting back at an angle of about 35 degrees. On these
tiers are mummies, each one occupying a separate hewn
shelf. At the head of each is a small bench on which is
found copper cups and pieces of broken swords. Some
of the mummies are covered with clay and all are
wrapped in a dark fabric. The urns or cups on the lower
tiers are crude, while as the higher shelves are reached,
the urns are finer in design showing an interstage of
civilization. It is worthy of note that all the mummies
examined so far have proved to be male, no children or
females being buried here. This leads to the belief that
this interior section was the warriors’ barracks.”
Among the discoveries no bones of animals have
been found, no skins, no clothing nor bedding. Many
of the rooms are bare but for the water vessels. One
room, about 400 by 700 feet, was probably the main
THE
SHRINE
dining hall for cooking utensils are found
here.
What
_
_..
“Over a hundred feet from the entrance is a cross- these people lived on is a problem, though it is prehall, several hundred feet long, in which was found the sumed that they came south for the winter and farmed
in the valleys, going back north in the summer. Upidol, or image, ofthepeople’s god, sitting cross-legged,
with a Lotus flower or Lily in each hand. The cast of the wards of 50,000 people could have lived in the cavern
face is Oriental, and the carving shows a skillful hand,
and the entire is remarkably well preserved, as is
everything in this cavern. The idol most resembles
Buddha, though the scientists are not certain as to what
religious worship it represents. Taking into consideration everything found thus far, it is possible that the
smaller images, some beautiful in form, qthers crooked
necked and distorted shapes, symbolical, probably, of
good and evil. There are two large cacti with protruding arms,oneoneachsideofthedaisonwhichthegodsquats.
All this is carved out of hard rock resembling marble.
In the opposite corner of this cross-hall were found
tools of all descriptions, made of copper. This people
undoubtedly knew the lost art of hardening this metal,
which has been sought by chemists for centuries without result. On a bench running around the workroom
was some charcoal and other material probably used in

“The main passageway is about 12 feet wide, narrowing to 9 feet toward the farther end. About 57 feet
from the entrance, the first passages branch off to the
right and left, along which, on both sides, are a number
of rooms about the size of ordinary living rooms of
today, though some are 30 to 40 feet square. These are
entered by oval shaped doors and are ventilated by
air spaces through the walls into the passages.
The walls are about 3 feet 6 inches in thickness. The
passages are chiseled or hewn as straight as could be
laid out by any engineer. The ceilings of many of the
rooms converge to a center. The side passages near the
entrance run at a sharp angle from the main hall, but
toward the rear they gradually reach a right angle in
direction.”
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comfortably. One theory is that the present Indian tribe
found in Arizona are descendants of the serfs or slaves
of the people which inhabited the cave. Undoubtedly a
good many thousands of years before the Christian era
a people lived here which reached a high state of
civilization. The chronology of human history is full of
gaps. Prof. Jordan is much enthused over the discoveries and believes that the find will prove of incalculable
value in archaeological work.
“One thing I have spoken of may be of interest.
There is one chamber the passageways to which is not
ventilated and when we approach it a deadly, snaky
smell struck us. Our lights would not penetrate the
gloom and until stronger ones are available, we will not
know what the chamber contains. Some say snakes, but
others boo-hoo this idea and think that it may contain
a deadly gas or chemicals used by the ancients. No
sounds are heard, but it smells snaky just the same.
Fine! Now you can realize
in MYSTICISM and MYSTERIOUS
on

“cuye”
(ruysterv)
more, no less. There may well be MORE mysteries
but as
the
GOD IS A MYSTERY-NOT
MYSTICISM.]
“The whole underground institution gives one of
shaky nerves the creeps. The gloom is like a weight on
one’s shoulders and our flashlights and candles only
make the darkness blacker. Imagination can revel in conjecturesandungodlyday-dreamsbackthroughtheagesthathave
reels dizzily in space.”
AN
In connection with this story, it is notable that
among the Hopis the tradition is told that their ancestors once lived in an underworld in the Grand Canyon
until dissension arose between the good and the bad.
the people of one heart, the people of two hearts:
Manchoto, who was their chief, counselled them to
leave the underworld, but there was no way out. The
chief (tnon) caused a tree to grow up and pierce the roof
of the underworld and then the people of one heart
climbed out. They tarried by Palsiaval(?) (Red River),
which is the Colorado, and grew grain and corn. They
sent out a message to the temple of the Sun, asking the
blessings of peace, good will and rain for the people of
one heart. That messenger never returned but, today at
the Hopi village, at sundown can be seen the old men of
the tribe out on the housetops gazing towards the Sun,
looking for the messenger. When he returns, their land
and ancient dwelling place will be restored to them.
That is the tradition.
Among the engravings of animals in the cave is
seen an image of a heart over the spot where it is
located. The legend was learned by W.E. Rollins, the
artist, during a year spent with the Hopi Indians. There
are two theories of the origin of the Egyptians. One is
that they came from Asia: another is that the racial
cradle was in the upper Nile region.
Heeren, an
Egyptologist, believed in the Indian origin of the Egyptians. The discoveries in the Grand Canyon may throw
further light on human evolution and prehistoric ages.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would leave this here with a thank you to Alain
and Joye of Iowa for sharing with us. I would also offer
further possibilities of information: John Rhodes, c/o
A.W., P.O. Box 91034, Henderson, NV 89009. Tel:
I am asked about what I might know of this material
as to factual, etc.? READ
Ah, what wonders are held by the
I would leave this writing with just a bit of that wisdom
for your consideration and for the consideration of your
brethren who “know”. In the works of Mathew King,
Lakota, “It’s time Indians tell the world what we know.. .

about Nature and about GOD. So I’m going to tell you
what I know and who am. You guys better listen. You
got a lot to learn... God made everything so simple. Our
lives are very simple... We’ve learned that
rules
the universe and that everything God made is living.
Even the rocks are alive. When we use them in our
sweat ceremony we talk to them and they talk back to
us.” And when did you last take time to speak to a rock
to get some “answers”? The very history of the UNIVERSE is held within the rocks and crystals of the
UNIVERSE. Until you learn to ask-and then LISTEN-you
are not apt to learn very much at all.
Is my pronouncement a revelation? No, it is simply
“SOMETHING REVEALED”.
When you learn the
DIFFERENCE we will have passed the greatest hurdle
to knowledge which exists in the pathway of man.
Perhaps it is time to stop denouncing that which is
unclear to your perceptions, stand silent and LISTEN,
and we shall accomplish our mission of LIFE.
Little Crow:
are linked. We are the universe
in itself. What we do as individuals affects the entire
universe. Every thought you have, every thing you do,
breath you take affects the universe. It goes but
into the universe and each and every thing is touched by
it and affected by it... Isn’t that an amazement?! I am
affecting the universe with my mere breath. With just
my breath I am affecting the universe. For me to say to
someone ‘you have made me angry’ simply says to me
I have made myself angry. To say to someone that ‘you
have hurt me’ simply means that I have hurt myself. If
I hurt you, then I hurt me. Your pain can be shared by
the universe and is shared, only in a different form.
There is none of us here whose suffering is not felt by
the entire universe, by every animal, by every creature,
by every tree, rock, grain of sand, morsel of air, all feel
your suffering and your pain. It also feels your joy. You
are never alone. You are not created to be alone because
you are part of the total. Everything is connected and
we’re all related and there is no energy that can be.

separated from anything. When people start talking
about ‘I’m putting you out of my life’ I laugh, because
there is no way you can do that.. . Energy is energy and
it’s always connected and it’s always related and it will
always be what it is-energy.
It will always be from the
same place that it has always come from, the MotherFather Creator. It will always be that it is the MotherFather Creator. It is the Mother-Father Creator in just
another form. We have no privacy, brothers and sisters. The Mother-Father Creator dwells within us and
is connected and is all things, and that privacy then
becomes part of the same privacy that I have within my
mind, my heart and my being. We are all connected
and what is experienced by one is experienced by all.
The Earth and I are one, you and the Earth are one, you
and I are one, we are not separated by anything-only
our own thinking, our own fears, our own prejudices,
our own biases and our own agendas. We are related.
Remember the relationship we share with all things
and with all people. No one is separated from us
because of what they might be feeling or what they
might be experiencing.
They are continually connetted to us and relative to us and we cannot shun them
or put them aside or out of our minds... We are all
connected and we should be capable somehow of dropping the labels that have separated us for so long.”
May we always honor such wisdom from our brothers and relations. And if you need a bit of upliftment
from time to time, try
Ed: C.F. Clark, One World
Publishing, P.O. Box 9148, FountainValley,
I would rather, however, have you gain the WISDOM offered and then, instead of trying to run my
business or that of, say, Little Crow-remember
the
following (from Little Crow): ‘As

Aho.

Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and
cultures, and appears in countless “folk remedies” as a plant revered for its healing qualities.
Aloe Juice is a whole-leaf concentrate prepared from the freshly harvested leaves of the
Vera plant. Aloe Juice guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of mucopolysaccharides per liter.
The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include mucopolysaccharides
and polysaccharides
(glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, mannose, galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, steroids,
organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucuronic acids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and amylase), trace
sugars, calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 amino acids, “wound healing” hormones, biogenic
stimulators, saponins, vitamins B 1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, folic acid, chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium,
copper, sodium, potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many other metabolism-assisting components.
For best results, most people drink 1 to 6 ounces per day. Many people enjoy drinking the
juice without dilution. However, if desired, you may easily reconstitute the juice by adding water or
you can flavor your Aloe with other juices such as apple, cranberry, or grapefruit juice. It is recommended

that this daily Aloe supplement be taken in divided amounts during the day. We are eager for you to
discover, as we have, the benefits of these scientifically advanced Aloe beverages and
concentrates for your optimum nutritional health.
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estrogen-shortage symptoms but, for the osteoporosis, silicais
better than estrogen therapy although estrogen replacement is
much better for the overall balanced functioning of the female
body. But then, our subject is silver so let me offer the little
excerpt from JAVA and recognize that it comes from the
DRUG INDUSTRY FOUNDATION OF THE TEMPLES OF
MEDICINE.
[QUOTING:]
SILVER

HATONN
THINGS

THAT

DON’T

HAPPEN

Let us just cut to the chase, readers, and realize that you
are living in a chaotic world. I realize that we often offer
information which does not come to pass. I also realize that
our obligation to you is to tell you those things which flow into
our focus which bear major impact upon you. I can’t cover all
the myriads of questions about silica gel vs. horsetail tincture-but I can ask for a notation about the possibility of a
bombing of Los Angeles taking place. These things, neither
one, are “prophecies” of some kind-they deal with things

going on as usual as we write.
SILICA

GEL

I would speak here for just a brief moment on silica
because I have personal letters to my attention regarding this
item The body converts silica and from silica comes the
ability of the body to lay down good hard bone, etc., not from
calcium. I am not eoine to go back over the lessons [see the
c$CONTACTp. 1q which were tedious at best.
We have to move on with new input to the best of our limited
capabilities. I too wish there were funds to get the journals
published for reference in a timely manner. We offered to
publish the journals as they should be, in monthly indexed
editions, but the response was light-to-nil. There simply are
not funds to do our task as desired so we do that which is next
best-thebestwecan.
I asked New Gaia Distributors to get a supply of silica gel
for your use. I am told that the more effective intake of silica
comes from “spring” (as in season ofthe year) horsetail weed.
Indeed I would like to see BOTH brought into the stores for
availability. Horsetail, used without a break in regime, will
tend to strip the body of some very necessary items, Vitamin
E being one such substance. It is easy enough to take the
tincturethroughtheweek,say,andrestontheweekend.
Iam
NOT in the vitamin or mineral business as relates to products
carried by distriiutors. I do believe, however, that there are
some very valid arguments to be made for silica gel and,
actually, some colloidal minerals which Gaia doesn’t yet
carry. I remind you that Horsetail is a plant THAT HAS THE
BEST RECOGNIZED SOURCE OF SILICA. I advocate a
“choice” but I am not going to personalize intake programs.
Please realize that as New Gaia offers new products from
to incur great expense in gearing up
to meet demand and they are working from minus zero in
every instance for we CREATE such as Dria formulae which
is unavailable elsewhere. Any time a new product is put online from other resources, there is a massive up-front outlay of
funds to pay for the product to get it to the distributor in Las
Vegas.
ACIDOPHILUS
Acidophilus is another product which gets a lot of attention around here but I don’t know the status of availability. I
do know that it is one ofthe easiest products to grow and supply
butm,oneseemstoknowtheprocedurefor&ingsoonalarge
sade. I don’t have the time or inclination at the moment. So,

ALERT

No, this is not an investment advisory. The alert is about
silver. That is what is being recommended by some
hustlers and misguided health writers.
“Ethical”
rheumatologists have been having their patients eat gold for
their arthritis for the past 30 years and that’s, in my opinion,
an establishment-protected scam. It’s probably less toxic than
if you have information on large scale farming of natural and silver, but equally ineffective as a therapeutic agent, and gold
necessary microbes for the body, please share with New Gaia, costs more than silver. Why don’t they recommend tin or
Now, isn’t that
me, Kathy or
and they will forward the informa- lead?
tion. I plan to soon start a %ursery” with intestinal flora fed
will die richer.
with Gaiandriana and OxySol for programming. With the
The silver-foreverything-that-ails-you scam has been
addition of silica we will be able to cut out the mu@tude of
different products into an ongoing pleasant teaspoon a day, or going on for a hundred years, even though there is no evidence
less. There are not large enough facilities yet and Dharma has that it’s any better than Mississippi mud for your ailments. In
the 19thcenhny, itwasrecommendedfortetanusandrheumato do the work so it has to wait.
tism. In the early 20th century, up until World War II, colds
and gonorrhea were treated with silver. The results were not
CEREAL
impressive.
Inthislastdecadeofthe2Othcentmy,silverisbackagain
I also have requested that a breakfast cereal be brought in
to supply enough for your use in Spelta cereal you might call as a treatment for 650 different diseases! They even refer to
Accord“mush”. We can either use cracked grain or ground style (as itasan”essentialmineral”withnoproofwhatsoever.
in Cream of Wheat, etc.). We are working on it but realize, ing to the latest hallucinations, taking silver pills will cure
audience, that this requires grinders, crackers and if we want AIDS, TB, yeast infections, viral infections, bacterial infecthe grain toasted, which brings out the full benefit of the B-17, tions, diabetes, chronic fatigue syndrome, an& of course,
we need toasters like you would use in coffee roasting. Then cancer. They are available in every conceivable form (even
we need bags and printing, instmctions, etc. When a product injections) for every orifice. (H: My, my, - PILLS? The
is worker-intensive as this is, by example, we can’t keep the
SOLUTION
lower for you thanonthe health food store shelves. Most
I
health food stores are extremely high in prices and rightly so
think that
for you have no preservatives to allow for long shelf life.
that many microbes
TEIERE IS NO
We also need freeze dryers for such as acidophilw
lactobacillus oruse a liquid-based product. This is fine except ANTIBIOTIC
that shipping becomesa problem for inwarm temperatures the
product “blows up”.
They claim it is without side effects and safe for pregnant
There are some real problems with shipping in this new women and the little ones. This simply is not true. Silver
world of yours, not the least of which are such as scanners, causes argyria., a bluish discoloration of the skin, and neurointense heat as seasons change, and products are shipped in logic deficits. It accumulates in the body, like lead, and causes
dark vehicles without ventilation, and then when delivered renal damage. The damage caused by argyria is irreversi%le.
they are often lefl to set in the Sun on a loading dock
somewhere, or off the shelves at the stores waiting for unloadArgyria
ing. Just to do business becomes a nightmare of experience in
almost all instances which, of course, is the intent of government regulators.
SILVER
To you who concern about “blue” possibilities in silver
colloids, please be aware that”salts” and “colloids” ARE NOT
THE SAME THING. In addition, in a new thrust to keep
products for use-from you, you will find more and more
articles popping forth to destroy your desire for intake. There
is such an article in last October’s (18th, 1995) issue ofJAull
from which I
will share an“Alert” from that source (thank you, Dr. Wright),
and I think you can use your usual ‘cbackwards guidance
system” to interpret the intent of the writer to keep you
toddling back and back and back to the drug houses and
physicians’ offices.
Iwouldalwaysaskthatyouusegoodsenseandthough~
evaluations, from the inability of antibiotics to relieve symptoms of new diseases and prevent death, to what you should
eat. I simply cannot divert my attention to such things as urine
therapy, etc. Much ado about these things is interesting but
not what I am about The facts are that estrogen replacement
hormones are often most effectively produced from horseurine-derivatives [also see
p.21. A lot of
women have had surgery, aging osteoporosis, and other

are

a

As to “Action to take”: Pass on silver as a “nutrient” or
internal treatment. There is a silver product that has been on
the market for 30 years, called Silvadene. It is a fairly effective
topical cream for skin infections, but hydrogen peroxide is
better and a heck of a lot cheaper.
@ND OF QUOTING]
would end with a precaution regarding articles
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the above-USE YOUR BRAINS! Ebofu is on the move
AGAIN and is now mutated a few steps beyond that already
experienced. What are YOU going to use when it comes to
your town? What do you think IRMA will advise then? Or,
will they just begin to burn all infected townships as in the
movie
I suggest every one ofyou get the video of that
movie and watch it and weep for YOU ARE THERE.
Now, let us turn to the big hype on bombing L.A. and
Taiwan. One doesn’t “seem” to have much to do with the
other-but think again.
From an article commenting on the recent information
relative to the threats of China invading Taiwan comes this
“commentary” from a Jon Talton, syndicated writer. The
original information came through the
[QUOTING:]

a chill wake-up call from our post-Cold War nap
time: Chinese officials are warning influential American
visitors that an invasion of Taiwan may come as early as this
spring. Ifthe United States intervenes,
It makes you wonder why this toty hasn’t been blown
across the front page of every newspaper in America, but such
is the odd coma of denial and selfdelusion into which we’ve
fallen. (78e
Los Angeles Times.)
The China hands wring themselves comfortingly that
such is the posturing of an insecure regime facing a succession
crisis upon the death of Deng Xioping, and that’s true-to a
point. But insecure regimes also miscalculate and start world
wars: Ask Kaiser Wilhelm
situation is .....
[END OF QUOTING]
I don’t wish to go further into this because it matters not
what the topic may be-1 AM GOING TO ASK THAT YOU
BE TOLD ANY TIME THERE IS SUCH SWORD SWISHING! If nothing happens, fine with me-but YOU expect
information and possibilities of happenings, from us, and you
are going to get what we have available. This information was
placed on the phone line, I believe, as I requested it to be so.
Why did it become IMPORTANT7 Because on both CSPAN and CNN it was made public that the above intention
was not only valid but was planned to happen TODAY, March
4,19%.
Public, don’t kid yourselves that the capability is not here
and now available. This does NOT require missiles-there
are plenty of nuclear devices already planted and waiting for
appropriate timing to he detonated. Let us pray that this would
just take out some Federal building like in Oklahoma City, but
capability is present to take out the whole of GREATER LOS
ANGELES and the 17+ million people in the area. There
would not be a nice McVey to take the blame and 0. J. Simpson
has his hands full so he is out-for blame-so let us hope that
just the focus of attention will slow up the willing participants
in such terror tactics.
You are going to have to realize that, with the full-scale
hook-up of the HAARP electronics network, the intent is to
interfere with any help you of the “free” world would be
getting from Cosmospheres. The counter measures taken to
strengthen the apparatus on the ‘spheres becomes even more
deadly in the need to penetrate a bubble of electronic crossnetworking.
Please remember, in addition, that the
Cosrnospheres are Earth-c& of the Russians-not space
“alien” anything. Space alienshaven’t even yetbegunto show
their power! I believe that most of you will be quite surprised
when that day arrives for such a show-and-tell.
Remember, there are less than FOUR years for the Zionist
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in the morning-although I might well suggest you take two
aspirin and NOT CALL ME in the morning.
THEY NEED TO MAKE VALID DECISIONS AND PLANS
OF OPERATION. IT WOULD BE MOST SIMPLE AND A

You now have a NATIONAL EMERGENCY situation
declared which allows your idiots in power to place FEMA
into power. FEMA has been turned into a “CABINET
department, and a Cabinet post filled by the head of FEMA is
NOW in place. Now you have FEMA in full control of the
Cuban “situation” and, with Martial Law in full command,
readers, that means the National Emergency is extended
another year under the War Powers Act and Executive Order.
The
is thereby LEGALLY set aside. You
now have the “covering” happenings in Israel/Palestine,
China and other DISTRACTORS, while the Administration
puppets do their dirty work on you-the-people.
live in a
world-not a ‘nice” world!
When you realize that YOUcontrol your world-perhaps you
will see far enough beyond the moment to realize your
potential
your purpose or direction any more than I will interfere with
the flow of thought forms on the universal tablets of recordings. Your DESTINY is that which you make it and THAT
from that which is within your ownbeings. I am
constantly amused by the term: “What does that have to do
with the price of tea in
when speaking of something
that seems quite unrelated to the topic in point. That too is a
distractor for EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE TO EVERYTHING ELSE AND TEA IN CHINA BECOMES QUITE
IMPORTANT AS YOU CAN SEE FROM THE ABOVE
NOTATIONS. Abuse and misuse of one item, one person,
becomes abuse of everythingwithin the UNIVERSE-for you
CANNOT detach anything from anything else. So be it.
THE

GREENS

I am constantly asked about the information offered by
“the Greens” in our journey together, i.e., “was it valid’!“, etc.
Ofcourse it was valid-that part which was valid no more and
no less. The c’mmmstance which brought the separation of the
relationship was not on the “information”, it was the misuse
of others’ property and into the control of the People who set
forth to gain wealth anddestroy perceived enemies at the same
time. George, for example, set up the very program he now
labels Ponzi scam. No, obviously, run properly, it is NOT his
own Ponzi scam after all. The journals, for instance, ARE
VALID; the holding of them hostage for monetary gain and
destruction of a gifted mission is wrong behavior and not the
fault of the journals.
George held tmth but tossed it aside when it did not serve
his ego needs. You cannot live and serve TWO MASTERS
and this is a fine example of what happens when it is
attempted. Worse, EGO will disallow the person’s taking a
very simple step toward solution of any problem: simply
saying, “I was wrong, forgive me.” But just to use this apology
to accomplish more dirty tricks is not aazptable and the
receivers of the apology get very wise right fast when stung
more than twice by the same scorpion tail. No, the actions of
NO ONE invalidate TRUTH and, therefore, YOU must get
informed for truth comes from anywhere and everywherejust as does the LIE. It is you who must discern the

Our intent here is never to “sensationalism” but I cannot
deny that we must deal in that which is “sensational” and not
readily available to your senses. We can’t help that circumstance for opposites do not become “like” by our wishing it
would be so or changing the defIn.itions of accepted words.
That which any person
is “his truth” even if it in
actuality is the “LIE OF LIES”. Perhaps Green really
“thought”, without proper information input, that he was
doing the correct thing as relates to, say, the Institute. Here is
when “thinking+’ without evidence is foolish indeed. The
samewith someoftheotherthingsthattakeplaceasintaking
going to Corporation documents in secret shenanigans-WHY NOT
SIMPLYHAVEDONEASHIFI’CORRECTLY,IFTHERE
(ask
grandmother
‘, about 4&X
nerves by not telling you BE NO FOUL INTENT? Why do the people who still blame
what is going on or suggest you take two aspirin and call me E.J. and Doris for their misfit problems NOT SIMPLY

what we have is a misuse
of property for personal gain and selling as in Green with his
“dome building development”. Why not just work out the plan
with E. J. and Martin7 It was their plan; why would Green set
up a whole plan which meant getting control of other’s funds
for same-while leaving the Institute in receivership? These
REASONS are the differences upon WHICH YOU CAN
LEARN
CONCLUSIONS! These are the
things of Green’s own advertising and telling, not tattling by
others! Ifthe tales were not so in the first place, then why does
Green now claim them to be false tales against him? He told
them! Andwhenyougettossedbackatyou,“Oh,thatwasjust
advertising rhetoric,” get concerned! If the advertising lies
about the product-the damage is laid forth in the first
misdeed or misstatement.
Example7 George was a Director and OEicer of the
Phoenix Institute for Reseamh & Education, Ltd Then on the
witness stand under oath he claimed
been
came the claim, when the first didn’t work, of saying, “Oh,
well, that was to be a California non-profit corporation.” No,
there NEVER was a plan for any California anything-the
Institute is a Nevada corporation--always was, always will be.
When that didn’t sell to the court it changed AGAIN and then
AGAIN. Well, which is correct? The Institute is a Nevada
corporationandoriginally Mr. Greenserved as aDirectorand
OlEcer. He laid forth a plan of operation and went about the
nation selling the plan which he now calls a “Ponzi” scam. Is
there something wrong with this picture7 Does this, however,
meanthat when George Green said in a lecture that “God wins
in the end” that “this” is not so? YOU have to become
informed and it is a slow process, even for the most incredibly
intelligent among you. George said he was an expert at the
“illusion of mow, the “creation of imitation money”, etc.
What he meant was that he was capable, just as was Keating,
of developing legal plans for expanding the value of money.
But what got him into trouble was the taking of REAL HARD
MONEY IN THE FORM OF GOLD and burying it SECRETLY in his back yard while responsible for its security
with the 1nstitut~WHIL.E he was a Director and Officer of
same. All the CLUES are in place for discernment-never
mind the flowing words of such recent pleas of innocence.
THE ACTION TELLS THE TALE IN TRUTH--NOT ALL
THE SMOOTH WORDS STRUNG TOGETHER SATAN
HAS THE SMOOTHEST VOCABULARY OF ANYBODY
AROUND THE UNIVERSE.
I would leave this writing here for the convenience of the
paper stafTwho maywishtouseit. I am oftenasked ifwe shall
ever run out of material or subject matter? NO! Salu.
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